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Preface

Policy Information "Workbooks" are issued from time to time as resource materials for people
working on national education goals and education reform. The last such publication, "Information
for National Performance Goals For Education: A Workbook," was issued in 1989 while the national
goals were being formulated. This Workbook is directed to people considering, discussing, or
formulating "national education standards."

The idea of national standards in the United States is a new one, an idea that would have been
untenable only a few years ago. As a result, we lack a common vocabulary to facilitate the discus-
sion -- the word "standards" means different things to different people. This "workbook" extracts
examples of education standards from eight documents that describe what students should be
taught, or what they should know or be able to do in various subjects. We hope that these examples
will: 1) illustrate and document some existing "standards," 2) help policy markers sharpen their
thinking about "standards" by reviewing and reacting to them, and 3) help people develop common
concepts of "standards."

Paul E. Barton
Director
ETS Policy Information Center
March, 1992

Acknowledgments

We wish to thank the organizations that published the eight documents used in this workbook
for their permission to reproduce materials from them. Archie Lapointe, Steve Koff ler, Ina Mullis,
Nancy Mead, Dale Carlson, and Tom Fisher helped identify these examples of standards. Carla
Cooper did the desktop publishing. Albert Benderson did the editing.



Introduction

In one way or another a central conversation in education reform has revolved around "stan-
dards." In the last few years it has become common and acceptable to call for "national standards,"
a concept that had almost no support a decade ago. The development of national standards in
education has become a principal objective of the National Education Goals Panel, and these domes-
tic standards are intended to lift us to "World Class" standards.

Yet the discussions remain very general, and when these conversations last very long, it usually
becomes clear that not all parties to the conversation have the same idea in mind as to what does,
and what does not, constitute standards of the kind they want America to have.

Several ideas seem to exist about what standards are:

A clear statement of what students should know and be able to do at particular points in
their schooling

Performance levels that students should be able to attain or demonstrate, an idea that
begins to 171end "standards" with "assessment"

Specification and definition of the necessary and desirable core of knowledge in a
subject to be taught

Achievement of a particular point on a performance scale or a passing score on a test'

We have not had the years of experience with national level educational reform and leadership
that would produce some common understanding of what it means to have national standards and
what they might look like. But we have had some experiences that might help inform the discus-
sion.

Some people are aware of a few notable examples of standards in individual academic fields,
but few have actually read the appropriate material. Who in these discussions in national forums has
actually read the new mathematics standards issued by the National Council of Teachers of Math-
ematics? Who has read the "objectives" booklets of the National Assessments of Educational
Progress? Who has read a syllabus of the College Board's Advanced Placement Program? The exist-
ence of these sources is relatively well known in the circles discussing standards, but they are spe-
cialized documents, likely to be in few offices of the generalists, educators, and policy officials
engaged in such discussions.

Thus this volume. It is simple in its purpose, with no admonitions as to how to do standards. It
has no researcher's conceptual schemes of the education system, and no exhortations to action.
What follows are eight examples drawn from existing documents. They are reproduced here for
three purposes:

1. To make accessible the experience we do have with careful efforts to write down what
students should know and be taught.

I For a discussion of how the word "standards" is used different ways- in one state, see the letter from Tom Fisher, Director
of Testing in Florida, to the Policy Information Center, in the Appendix.
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2. To help the parties to the discussion sharpen their own concepts of what standards
should be like, by reading these and reacting to them.

3. To aid the discussion by helping people develop common images of what they mean by
standards, and what others mean.

None of these eight approaches are offered as recommendations, either as to their form, the
levels of proficiency they imply, or the content they embody. All are respectable efforts for the
purposes they were designed to serve.

The examples are drawn from

1. The Curriculum and Evaluation Standards for School Mathematics, issued by the National
Council of Teachers of Mathematics in 1989 (page 17)

2 A Panel Report of Project 2061, of the American Association for the Advancement of
Science, covering Physical and Information Sciences and Engineering, issued in 1989
(page 35)

3. The Science Framework for California Public Schools, Kindergarten through Grade
Twelve, adopted by the California State Board of Education ir,. 1990 (not reproduced in
this volume, but a description and example is on page 6 and 7).

4. Advanced Placement (AP'), United States History, a program of the College Board
(page 73)

5. The Science Objectives for the 1972-73 Science Assessment of the National Assessment of
Educational Progress (page 103)

6. Toronto Benchmarks, issued by the Toronto Board of Education in 1991 (page 115)

7. The Geography Objectives for the 1988 Geography Assessment of the National
Assessment of Educational Progress (page 125)

8. The National Mathematics Curriculum in England and Wales, ordered into use in 1989
(page 141)

2



1. Curriculum and Evaluation Standards
For School Mathematics

These standards, issued by the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics, reflect a broad
consensus about what students should know and be able to do. Following three years of develop-
ment, they were issued in March of 1989. They have been endorsed by 15 organizations and sup-
ported by 25 other organizations; 20 organizations have agreed to serve as allies of the National
Council in its effort to improve teaching and learning.

The introduction to the standards for grades K-4 states that they represent a:

"a vision for school mathematics built around five overall curricular goals
for students to achieve: learning to value mathematics, becoming confi-
dent in one's own ability, becoming a mathematical problem solver,
learning to communicate mathematically, and learning to reason math-
ematically. This vision addresses what mathematics is, what it means to
know and do mathematics, what teachers should do when they teach
mathematics, and what children should do when they learn mathematics."

There are 13 curriculum standards for grades K-4, 13 for grades 5-8, and 14 for grades 9-12.
There Or? also 14 standards for evaluation. We have reproduced standards 1 through 7 of the K-4
standards.

Workbook materials are drawn from Curriculum and Evaluation Standards for School Math-
ematics, National Council of Teachers of Mathematics, 1989.

Example

"Standard 3: Mathematics as Reasoning

In grades K-4, the study of mathematics should emphasize reasoning so that students can

draw logical conclusions about mathematics;

use models, known facts, properties, and relationships to explain their thinking;

justify their answers and solution processes;

use patterns and relationships to analyze mathematical situations;

believe that mathematics makes sense"

3



2. Physical and Information
Sciences and Engineering (Project 2061)

In 1985, the American Association for the Advancement of Science launched Project 2061,
named for the year Haley's Comet will return. The purpose of the project is to achieve major re-
forms in science, mathematics, and technology education. An overall report, Science for All Ameri-
cans, was issued in 1989 when implementation commenced.

Also as part of the project's initial phase, five panels each issued a report in a particular science
domain. These five reports stand on their own and also served as the basis for Science for All Ameri-
cans. The purpose of Phase I was to establish "a conceptual base for reform by defining the knowl-
edge, skills, and attitudes all student :; should acquire as a consequence of their total school experi-
ence from kindergarten through hi&I school." In Phase II, these reports are being translated by
teams of educators into "blueprints for action" and will result in a variety of curriculum models. In
Phase III there will be a nationwide effort to turn the blueprints and models into educational prac-
tice.

The five panels were given ground rules for preparing their reports:

Focus on scientific significance
Apply considerations of human significance
Begin with a clean slate
Ignore the limitations of present-day education
Identify only a small core of essential knowledge and skills
Keep in mind the target population -- all students

The report extracted from this volume, Physical and Information Sciences and Engineering, was
written by George Bugliarello. The other reports are:

Biological and Health Sciences
Mathematics
Social and Behavioral Sciences
Technology

Project 2061 is carrying the development of standards another step. Its Fall 1991 newsletter
reports:

Team members, with input from other educators, are now working out a
common set of reasonable expectations for students at elementary, middle,
and high school. In 1992, a complete draft of SFAA [Science for All Ameri-
cans) "benchmarks," perhaps with sample indicators of progress, will be
reviewed by representatives of education and scientific organizations,
schools, and the public before appearing....

However, the existing panel reports are useful now to help form concepts of what standards can be
like. The Physical and Information Sciences and Engineering attempted "to identify key
concepts...that in our opinion -- a high school graduate should know."
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Workbook materials are drawn from Physical and Information Sciences and Engineering, A
Project 2061 Panel Report, by George Bugliarello, American Association for the Advancement of
Science, 1989.

Example

"---there are some key concepts specific to each discipline or group of disciplines---that all high
school students should have the opportunity to explore and understand, at least to some degree."

a key concept:

"IP Atomic Nuclei Undergo Changes

Relevant Items: Radioactivity, nuclear energy..., the transmutation of elements, and the
synthesis of new elements.

Comments: These changes are related to the basic structure of matter. It is essential that
citizens be familiar with some manifestations and effects of these changes, such as x-rays,
luminous watches, nuclear magnetic resonance, nuclear power, and solar radiation."

5



3. Science Framework
For California Public Schools,

Kindergarten Through Grade Twelve

California issued "Science Framework" in 1990. The 1990 Science Framework "addresses...(1)
What is important to learn? and (2) How can we ensure that all students have the opportunity to
learn it?" This new Science Framework conveys the importance of a "theoretic approach to science"
and follows the themes approach urged by Science for All Americans, the report of Project 2061.

This is an excellent example of how standards can evolve, from a general statement of how
and what should be taught in science, to adaptation and specification by a state education system.
The Framework is used to drive the state's testing system, the California Assessment Program. Educa-
tors use it to

"(1) establish guidelines and provide direction to help districts revise their curricula, evalu-
ate their programs, assess their instruction, and develop instructional strategies;

(2) serve as a resource for preservice and in-service education of teachers and administra-
tors;

(3) provide direction to publishers for the development of textbooks and instructional
materials and to reviewers for selecting instructional materials and testing programs;
and

(4) make information on curricula available to parents and the general public."

Science Framework is organized, therefore, around the themes of science: "Themes are the big
ineas of science, larger than facts and concepts; they link the theoretical structures of the various
disciplines... [the themes are] (1) energy; (2) evaluation; (3) patterns of change; (4) scale and struc-
ture; (5) stability; and (6) systems and interactions."

It is a 220 page volume. The large section on "The Content of Science" consists of three parts,
Physical Sciences, Earth Sciences, and Life Sciences. The example below is from the Physical Sci-
ences section.

The full title is Science Framework for California Public Schools, Kindergarten Through Grade
Twelve, adopted by the California State Board of Education, and published by the California Depart-
ment of Education, Sacramento, 1990.

d. J
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Example

"C-1 What is Motion? What are some basic kinds of motion? How is
motion described?

Grades Three Through Six

A moving object is one that changes position as time passes. Speed is a
measure of the distrance traveled (change in position) by the object
during a certain time interval; it is, for example, the distance moved in
one second or in one hour. The units of speed will be determined by the
units used to measure distance and time. For example, a speedometer
provides a quick reading of the speed of a car in miles per hour. The
motion of an object at a certain speed also I. is a direction. Direction can
be specified in various ways: up/down, left/right, compass directions, and
so forth."

7



4. Advanced Placement (AP"')
United States History

The Advanced Placement (AP) Program, sponsored by the College Board and administered by
ETS, is a cooperative education effort linking secondary schools and colleges. It now consists of 29
college-level courses and examinations that are offered in nearly 10,000 high schools in the U.S.,
throughout Canada, and in 63 other countries. Participating colleges grant credit or appropriate
placement, or both, to students performing satisfactorily on the AP Examinations. The example used
here is United States History.

The AP Program does not provide a specific curriculum or texts. Schools and teachers create
the curriculum and select the texts and teaching materials. What AP does provide is a fairly detailed
"course description," which generally covers the equivalent of a full-year college course. Although
the course descriptions are designed primarily for teachers, department heads, and curriculum
coordinators, they can also serve as useful guides for students who wish to prepare for the examina-
tions through independent study. In most subjects the program provides:

An AP Course Description
A Teachers Guide to AP courses
A complete recent examination
A description of how the exam was graded

The course description has sometimes been described as a syllabus. It sets the "standards" for
the course in terms of the content material to be taught and the level at which it is taught. The
examinations contain either an essay or problem-solving section and another section consisting of
multiple-choice questions. In June of each year, the examinations are graded by over 2,100 college
and secondary school teachers.

'Workbook materials are drawn from the May 1991 Advanced Placement United States History
Course Description. They include:

The "Guide for Advanced Placement, United States History Test Coverage" (pp 4-17)
Examples of multiple-choice questions (pp 22-25)
Examples of free-response, essay questions (pp 35-44)

Examples

"31. Kennedy's New Frontier; Johnson's Great Society

A. New domestic programs

1. Tax cut
2. War on poverty
3. Affirmative action

8



B. Civil rights and civil liberties

1. Black Americans: political, cultural, and economic roles
2. The leadership of Martin Luther King, Jr.
3. Resurgence of feminism
4. The New Left and the Counterculture
5. Emergence of the Republican party in the South
6. The Supreme Court and the Miranda decision

C. Foreign Policy

1. Bay of Pigs
2. Cuban missile crisis
3. Vietnam quagmire"

9



5. The Scieace Objectives for the 1972-73 Science Assessment
of the Nztional Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP)

The 1972-73 Science Assessment was conducted during the fourth year of assessments by
NAEP. The objectives prepared for that assessment are a good example of what NAEP was able to
do in its early years when it was well funded.' These objectives described quite specifically what
students should know and be able to do.

For example, under "understand and apply laws (principles)," the objectives stated, "they
[students] should be able to apply them in order to solve problems in familiar situations and in
situations different from those in which the laws (principles) were learned." The four examples
included, "(2) Apply some principles related to the conceptual scheme of genetic continuity." For
these examples, the level of understanding/application was described for ages 9, 13, 17, and adult.
At age 17, the student was expected to give examples "of mutation and the role that natural barriers
play in the evolutionary process."

The NAEP objectives booklet says, "Objectives define a set of goals which are agreed upon as
desirable directions in the education of children." These goals must be acceptable to the scholars in
the discipline, to most educators, and to thoughtful lay citizens. Further, "National Assessment
objectives must also be a clear guide to the actual development of assessment exercises. Thus, most
assessment objectives are stated in such a way that an observable behavior is described."

The 1972-73 objectives built upon the objectives set for the 1969-70 initial assessment of sci-
ence. Seven pages of the booklet are devoted to listing the people involved in writing the objectives,
either in meetings and conferences, or through the mail.

NAEP, from its early days, has been innovative in many areas, including the development of
new ways to assess students. The 1972-73 Science Assessment fielded a particularly large set of
hands-on tasks, involving the use of science equipment. These were abandoned as resources de-
voted to NAEP began to dwindle. A few examples follow:

Demonstrating a simple experiment

Seventeen-year-olds were asked to conduct an experiment to find out how two light bulbs
were wired together. In order to do the experiment, they were given two circuit boards with
batteries attached, four loose light bulbs, and a workbook.

Demonstrating principles using a model

Students (age 13 and 17) were asked to demonstrate two basic geological concepts--faulting
and folding of the earth's crust. Each student was given two foam-rubber blocks placed side
by side along with instructions to demonstrate faulting and folding.

2 By the mid-1980s, the NAEP grant had dwindled to under $4 million per year, about a fourth, in real dollars,
of the funding levels reached in the early 1970s.

10



Conducting a simple test

Students (age 13 and 17) were asked to determine the volume of a small rock. Each student
was given a small nonporous rock, a 12 inch rule, a graduated cylinder, spring scales, water
in a jar, a piece of string, and a set of instructions.

Workbook materials are drawn from Science Objectives for the 1972-73 Assessment, National
Assessment of Educational Progress, Education Commission of the States.3

Examples

"b. Develop scientific hypotheses

For example, is able to pose hypotheses that would be most relevant in
solving a problem; is able to suggest data that would be pertinent to a
problem.

Age 9

Age 13

Age 17

Demonstrses that effects occur under reproducible condi-
tions; formulates simple explanations for natural pheno-
mena.

Understands the nature of a scientific hypothesis: proposes
a simple explanatory hypothesis for a natural phenomenon.

Considers a wide variety of factors in the formulation of a
hypothesis: understands that in the formulation of any
given hypothesis some factors are important and others are
extraneous: develops a hypothesis with a degree of
explicitness and attention to relevant factors that would
render the hypothesis useful and testable."

3 These materials are now available through Educational Testing Service.
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6. Toronto Benchmarks

Toronto Benchmarks are a departure from all conventional approaches to the establishment of
standards and the evaluation of student achievement against them. While it is a system for student
evaluation, it is also a system for communicating standards to students, teachers, principals, and
parents. It is also a system that is integrated with instruction, and it is not a "test."

Benchmarks are a set of tasks that allow students to demonstrate what they can do at different
levels of proficiency. Videos were used to record the performances of a large random sample of
Toronto Board students. These videos were used in the holistic scoring of student perormances, thus
displaying students knowledge and skills in more ways than in paper and pencil assessment.

Benchmarks, in communicating standards, begin with the written "Key Objectives" of the
Ontario Ministry of Education and Toronto Board Guidelines. The objectives are highly specific. For
example, one objective for sixth-grade mathematics asks students to:

Estimate capacity and volume with appropriate degree of precision

Demonstrate measurement skills involving the use of various instruments

Benchmark tasks incorporate the "Key Objectives." Beyond that, the tasks "were also designed
to resemble normal, complex, open-ended and life-like classroom activities." Several tasks may be
used to incorporate a set of objectives. In the case of the objectives above, the first task required that
students estimate, then measure, how much water containers of different sizes would hold. Then the
students measured the water. Students were videotaped doing these tasks.

The Benchmark Program "facilitates communication, openness, and sharing because samples of
students' performances (both videotape and print) provided along with the scoring criteria elucidate
the objectives and standards of the educational system." The materials are not "secretive tests" but
serve as "reference materials to be studied by teachers, parents and students." The tasks included in
the Benchmarks libraries in Grades 3, 6 and 8 Language Arts and Mathematics serve as models for
the development of additional classroom tasks. The criteria for judging performances may be applied
to similar tasks.

Workbook materials are drawn from Benchmarks: The Development of a New Approach to
Student Evaluation, Sylvia Larter, Ph.D, Toronto Board of Education, 1991 ($15).

For more information, contact: Marilyn M. Sullivan
Superintendent-Curriculum
Toronto Board of Education
155 College Street
Toronto, Ontario, M5T1P6
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Example

"M6-8 Grade 6 Mathematics Number 8 of 27
Video Benchmarks

Key Objectives from the Ontario Ministry of Education and Toronto Board Guidelines

Estimate capacity and volume with appropriate degree of precision
Demonstrate measurement skills involving the use of various instruments

POURING WATER
Estimating and Measuring Capacity and Volume

Several tasks were designed to formulate this Benchmark.

A. Capacity

This activity is demonstrated on the videotape.

The first task required that students estimate, then measure, how much
water a large container (3L) would hold. This was followed by asking
students to estimate and then measure how much water a small container
(250 mL) would hold. For measuring each container students were pro-
vided with a basin of water and a calibrated litre cylinder.

Students who did well on these tasks gave close estimates and measured
accurately and efficiently. They demonstrated a good grasp of the con-
cepts and skills involved. They showed confidence and enjoyed and the
challenge presented by the tasks."

Toronto Board of Education



7. The Geography Objectives for the 1988 Geography Assessment,
National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP)

For the first time ever, NAEP assessed Geography at the 12th grade and 17-year-old level, in
1988. The assessment was funded by the National Geographic Society.

NAEP's procedures, as usual, included the initial appointment of a Learning Area Committee,
which set to establish the "objectives" of education in geography. In issuing its report, the Learning
Area Committee for Geography made a statement typical of such NAEP committees:

Although [the objectives] define areas pertinent to the teaching of geogra-
phy as well to the development of questions to assess students' geo-
graphic understanding, the objectives are not intended as a complete or
definitive specification of curriculum topics. Rather, they provide an
overview of learning outcomes.

In the early 1980s the geography community engaged in a effort to define the discipline as it
should be taught in the public schools, based on extensive involvement and consultation. The result
was the Guidelines for Geographic Education (1984), prepared by the Joint Committee on Geo-
graphic Education of the National Council for Geographic Education and the Association of Ameri-
can Geographers. The Learning Area Committee drew upon the guide when establishing its objec-
tives.

Workbook materials are drawn from Geography Objectives, 1988 Assessment, The Nation's
Report Card (NAEP), Educational Testing Service.

Example

"Climatology and Meteorology

Studying climatology and meteorology, and their reciprocal relationships
with environmental features, provides another basis for understanding
physical geography. For example, the burning of fossil fuels and the
destruction of tropical rain forests contribute to an increase in the carbon
dioxide concentration in the atmosphere which, in turn, contributes to an
increase in the earth's average temperature (known as the greenhouse
effect). This climatic change may also initiate or exacerbate other environ-
mental consequences.

Students should be able to understand:

a) How earth/sun relationships affect climate (e.g., heating, wind, and
ocean currents) and time (e.g., days and seasons), including differential
effects for the hemispheres.

b) The reciprocal relationships al 'long climate, soils, and vegetation.

c) Various atmospheric pressure conditions as they relate to local and
global patterns of wind and precipitation."

14



8. The National Mathematics Curriculum in England and Wales

In a massive education reform effort, England adopted a mandatory National Curriculum in
1989. While some changes have been made recently, this curriculum is still in force pretty much as it
was described in the extract reproduced here.

The curriculum is expressed in a set of Attainment Targets, each one with ten levels of profi-
ciency and Programmes of Study. Each level of the Attainment Targets is illustrated by an example
of what the students should be able to do. The Programmes are the means by which the Targets are
to be achieved.

The materials do not look much different than others in this volume. They differ in that they
have the force of law in England and Wales.

Workbook materials are drawn from Mathematics in the National Curriculum, Department of
Education and Science and the Welsh Office, London: Her Majesty's Stationery Office, 1989.

Example
"Attainment Target 1:
Using and applying mathematics

Pupils should use numbers, algebra and measures in practical tasks, in real-life problems, and
to investigate within mathematics itself.

Level Statements of Attainment

Pupil should:

1 use materials provided for a task.

talk about own work and ask questions.

make predictions based on experience.

* * *

9 design, plan and carry through a
mathematical task to successful
conclusion.

state whether a conjecture is true,
false or not proven; define and reason;
prove and disprove and use counter-
examples; use symbolisation; recognise
and use necessary and sufficient
conditions.

Example

Compare objects to find which is the
longest, tallest, etc.

Talk about a set of objects being com-
pared,. ask questions such as 'Which is
the longest pencil?'

Use a balance to compare objects;
predict which of two objects will be the
heavier.

Design a wire frame lampshade with the
design showing clearly the length of
wire and area of material required.

Devise and test a statement about the
minimum surface area for a cylinder of

fixed volume."
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Curriculum and Evaluation Standards
for School Mathematics

C)
)
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*STANDARD 1:
MATHEMATICS AS PROSLEM SOLVING

In grades K-4, the study of mathematics should emphasize problem
solving so that students can

use problem-solving approaches to invernlgate and understand
mathematical content;

formulate problems from everyday and mathematical situations;

deveap and apply strategies to solve a wide variety of problems;

verify and interpret results with respect to the original problem;

acquire confidence in using mathematics meaningfully.

Focus
Problem solving should be the central focus of the mathematics curricu-
lum. As such, it is a primary goal of all mathematics instruction and an
integral part of all mathematical activity. Problem solving is not a distinct
topic but a process that should permeate the entire program and provide
the context in which concepts and skills can be learned.

This standard emphasizes a comprehensive and rich approach to problem
solving in a classroom climate that encourages and supports problem-
solving efforts. Ideally, students should share their thinking and ap-
proaches with other students and with teachers, and they should learn
several ways of representing problems and strategies for solving them.
In addition, they should learn to value the process of solving problems as
much as they value the solutions. Students should have many experi-
ences in creating problems from real-world activities, from organized
data, and from equations.

In the early years of the K-4 program, most problem situations will arise
from school and other everyday experiences. When mathematics evolves
naturally from problem situations that have meaning to children and are
regularly related to their environment, it becomes relevant and helps chil-
dren link their knowledge to many kinds of situations. As children prog-
ress through the grades, they should encounter more diverse and com-
plex types of problems that arise from both real-world and mathematical
contexts.

When problem solving becomes an integral part of classroom instruction
and children experience success in solving problems, they gain confi-
dence in doing mathematics and develop persevering and inquiring minds.
They also grow in their ability to communicate mathematically and use
higher-level thinking processes.

Discussion
Classrooms with a problem-solving orientation are permeated by thought-
provoking questions, speculations, investigations, and explorations; in
this environment, the teacher's primary goal is to promote a problem-
solving approach to the learning of all mathematics content. The follow-
ing two examples illustrate this meaning.

A lesson designed to develop the characteristics of parallelograms can

Reprinted with permission from
Curriculum and Evaluation Standards
For School Mathematics, copyright
1989 by the National Council of
Teachers of Mathematics.
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Fig. 1. 1

be approached from a problem- salving perspective. The teacher, who has
a collection of quadrilaterals like the ones shown in figure 1.1, has the
children discover the teacher's rule for sorting the shapes. One rule is to
have cll parallelograms in one loop and all nonparallelograms in the other.

In turn, each child picks a shape and decides in which loop to put it. The
teacher says yes or no as each student places a shape. Throughout the
process, the children are asked to think about the common characteris-
tics of the shapes in each loop; after all shapes are placed, these com-
mon characteristics are discussed. As a result, the children learn to de-
fine parallelograms and name their characteristics in the context of a
thought-provoking activity.

Basic subtraction facts also can be presented in a problem-solving
setting.

Each child is asked to put 13 small comtars unde one nand and, with-
out looking, to move 6 of them into view. The teacher asks, "Can you
figure out how many counters are still under your hand?" The children
are invited to share their solution strategies. Responses might include
the following:

There are six over here [outside]; six more would be twelve, so there
must be seven p.ft.
You have six here. Four more make ten and three more make thirteen;
four and three are seven. Seven are left.

The class then discusses solving subtraction problems by "adding on."

Once again, the mathematical ideas have originated with the children
rather than the teacher, in an inquiry-oriented manner.

Computer software also is a significant component of a comprehensive
problem-solving program. Many excellent software packages enable chil-
dren to develop and apply problem-solving strategies in geometry, logical
reasoning, classification, measurement, fractions and decimals, and
other mathematical content.

A major goal of problem-solving instruction is to enable children to de-
velop and apply strategies to solve problems. Strategies include using
manipulative materials, using trial and error, making an organized list or
table, drawing a diagram, looking for a pattern, and acting out a problem.

Consider the following problem:

I have some pennies, nickels, and dimes in my pocket. I put three of the
coins in my hand. How much money do you think I have in my hand?

This problem leads children to adopt a trial-and-error strategy. They can
also act out the problem by using real coins. Children verify that their
answers meet the problem conditions. Follow-up questions can also be
posed: "Is it possible for me to have four cents? Eleven cents? Can you
list all the possible amounts I can have when I pick three coins?" The last
question provides a challenge for older or more mathematically sophisti-
cated children and requires them to make an organized list of possible
coin combinations, perhaps like the one in figure 1.2.

The initial conditions can be altered to include quarters:

P have six coins worth 42 tents; what coins do you think I have? Is
there more than one answer?

A vital component of problem-solving instruction is h children formu-
late problems themselves. Children can write variations for problems
previously explored, word problems that correspond to a number sen-



Representing, talking, listening, writing, and reading are key communica-
tion skills and should be viewed as integral parts of the mathematics cur-
riculum. Probing questions that encourage children to think and explain
their thinking orally or in writing help them to understand more clearly
the ideas they are expressing.

Representing is an important way of communicating mathematical ideas
at all levels, but especially so in K-4. Representing involves translating a
problem or an idea into a new form. Translations of this type often are
used by adults and children as they converse with others. Children might
draw diagrams, for example, to express an idea or viewpoint in an alter-
native format that might be more comprehensible to the listener. The
act of representing encourages children to focus on the essential char-
acteristics of a situation. Representing includes the translation of a dia-
gram or physical model into symbols or words. A child should be able to
examine a set of two bundles of ten and four units each and match the
set with the symbol 24. (See fig. 2.1.) Since representing is central to
learning and using mathematics, it is important to provide many such ex-
periences for children. Any of the following materials would be useful:
base-ten blocks, straws that can be bundled in sets of ten, connecting
cubes, or loose counters that must simply be grouped together to show
the tens.

Representing is also used in translating or analyzing a verbal problem to
make its meaning clear. The problem in figure 2.2 involves a part-whole
comparison, but many children who have not had enough experience in
modeling such situations or who do not actively model this situation fail
to recognize its structure.

Some students simply use 'he numbers 1 and 3 to arrive at an answer
of 1/3. A concrete representation or diagram will help children to cor-
rectly identify that four balls can possibly be drawn.

Communicating by talking and listening is also very important. When
small groups of children discuss and solve problems, they are able to
connect the language they know with mathematical terms that might be
unfamiliar to them. They make sense of those problems. The use of con-
crete materials is particularly appropriate because they give the children
an initial basis for conversation. Such occasions also permit the teacher
to observe individual students, to ask probing questions, and to note or
attend to any conceptual difficulties individual students might be experi-
encing. The following discussion activity would help children see how sev-
eral problems that appear to be different in fact share the same underly-
ing structure: 14 5 = El The children would be given counters to
model each problem.

With your group, use counters of different colors to model each
of these problems and then discuss how the problems are alike or
different.

Maria had some pencils in her desk. She put 5 more in her desk. Then
she had 14. How many pencils did she have in her desk to start with?
Eddie had 14 helium balloons. Several of them floated away. He had 5
left. How many did he lose?

Nina had 14 seashells. That was 5 more than Pedro had. How many
seashells did Pedro have?

As children talk about mathematics, it is important to keep in mind that
what appears at first to be an incorrect response may be, in fact, an
inability to communicate. Of primary importance is the value children de-
rive from reflecting on their responses.

0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0

Fig. 2.1

If a bog contains 3 white balls
and 1 blue ball, what in the
probability of pulling out a blue
bell?

Fig. 2.2
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Writing is a communication skill that has been used too infrequently in
mathematics. It is particularly useful because it allows a child who is un-
comfortahle in oral situations to express understanding in a less public
forum. After children have solved a problem, they can write their answer
in sentence form, which helps them exhibit a knowledge of the problem's
place in the real world and clarify their thinking.

Students can write a letter to tell a friend about something they have
learned in mathematics class. This type of activity allows the students
to consider mathematics for a new purpose. If letters are exchanged,
then students learn from the thought processes of their peers. See
figure 2.3.

Having students keep journals in mathematics class is another way to
facilitate communication and give them an opportunity to reflect on their
learning. A journal can be a form of free expression about the mathemat-
ics studied, or children can be asked to respond to directions such as
these: Tell me what you thought were the hardest and easiest parts of
today's lesson and why.

Children can also create their own stories or books about mathematics.
Many schools have a "young authors" program that encourages children
to develop an idea into a book to be shared with parents or classmates.
This activity is within the reach of fourth graders and can include mathe-
matics topics as options for development.

Many children's books present interesting problems and illustrate how
other children solve them. Through these books students see mathemat-
ics in a different context while they use reading as a form of communica-
tion. Some of the books most directly linked to mathematics give children
insights into the history of mathematics and the development of mathe-
matical ideas. Materials children write themselves can be part of a read-
ing activity and shared with class members. Mathematics texts have not
often been viewed as sources of reading material, but taking this per-
spective can add a valuable dimension to students' learning. Many
schools are making efforts to include expository reading as an important
part of reading instruction. Mathematics texts and other mathematics
reading materials should certainly be included in these efforts.

Children learn from one another as they communicate. Encouraging them
to represent, talk and listen, write, and read facilitates meaningful learn-
ing. Attending to students' communications about their thinking also
gives teachers a rich information base from which they can make sound
instructional decisions.

2



*STANDARD 3:
MATHEMATICS AS REASONING

in grades K-4, the study of mathematics should emphasize reasoning
so that students can

draw logical conclusions about mathematics;

use models, known facts, properties, and relationships to explain
their thinking;

justify their answers and solution processes;

use patterns and relationships to analyze mathematical situations;

believe that mathematics makes sense.

Focus
A major goal of mathematics instruction is to help children develop the
belief that they have the power to do mathematics and that they have
control over their own success or failure. This autonomy develops as
children gain confidence in their ability to reason and justify their think-
ing. It grows as children learn that mathematics is not simply memorizing
rules and procedures but that mathematics makes sense, is logical, and
is enjoyable. A classroom that values reasoning also values communicat-
ing and problem solving, all of which are components of the broad goals
of the t..,Itire elementary school curriculum.

A climate should be established in the classroom that places critical
thinking at the heart of instruction. Both teachers' and children's state-
ments should be open to question, reaction, and elaboration from others
in the classroom. Such a climate depends on all members of the class
expressing genuine respect and support for one another's ideas. Children
need to know that being able to explain and justify their thinking is impor-
tant and that how a problem is solved is as important as its answer. This
mind-set is established when children have opportunities to apply their
reasoning skills and when justifying one's thinking is an expected compo-
nent of problem discussions.

Discussion

This standard's descriptor, "Mathematics as Reasoning," was purposely
chosen. Mathematics is reasoning. One cannot do mathematics without
reasoning. The standard does not suggest, however, that formal reason-
ing strategies be taught in grades K-4. At this level, mathematical rea-
soning should involve the kind of informal thinking, conjec',uring, and
validating that helps children to see that mathematics makes sense.
Consistent use of such questions as "Why do you think that's a good an-
swer?" or "Do you think that you would get the same answer if you used
these other materials?" conveys to the children the importance of criti-
cal thinking and establishes a spirit of inquiry.

Children should be encouraged to justify their solutions, thinking pro-
cesses, and conjectures in a variety of ways. Manipulatives and other
physical models help children relate processes to their conceptual under-
pinnings and give them concrete objects to talk about in explaining and
justifying their thinking. Observing children interact with objects in this
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ou flip this piece
and add two more,
you get another

triangle,

Fig. 3.1

Fig. 3.2

way allows teachers to reinforce thinking processes and evaluate any
possible misunderstandings.

Creating and extending patterns of manipulative materials and recogniz-
ing relationships within patterns require children to apply analytical and
spatial reasoning. See figure 3.1.

If you flip this

row and put one
piece at each end,

you get the next row.

..---------....----
I gat it. Flip a

row and add two
pieces. Do you think

that works for
every row?

ATA.N..::.,.,.,........:.,,,,,,..,...:4.
.,.,A.

What Am I?
I have 3 or 4 sides.
All my angles are equal.
My sides are not all

equal.

Who Am I?
I am an even number.
I am more than 20 and '

less than 30.
I am not 25.
The sum of my digits

is B.

Fig. 3.3
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The kindergartner who created the attribute block pattern in figure 3.2
proudly announced that she had four patterns in one.

A
Pointing to each element in turn, she said, "See, there's triangle, trian-
gle, circle, circle, square, and square. That's one pattern. Then there's
small, large, small, large, small, and large. That's the second pattern.
Then there's thin, thick, thin, thick, thin, and thick. That's the third pat-
tern. And the fourth pattern is blue, blue, red, red, yellow, and yellow.
The triangles are blue, the circles are red, and the squares are yellow."

Children also reason analytically when they identify valid arguments.
When the class considers 19 = 0, the teacher can ask questions
like these: "Do you think it would help to know that 35 20 = 15?"
"How would it help to think of 19 as 15 + 4?" "Would it help to count on
from 19 to 35?" It is also important for children to recognize invalid ar-
guments, such as "Would it help to count backward from 19?"

Many problems can be solved by the process of elimination, in which chil-
dren systematically select the items that satisfy one or more given con-
ditions by eliminating those that do not. "Who Am I?" and "What Am I?"
games require this kind of thinking in both creating and solving problems.
See figure 3.3.

These activities also give students a chance to encounter informally sev-
eral important ideas, such as the language of logic, the use of a counter-
example, and distinctions between relevant and irrelevant information.
The use of and, or, and not in these activities illustrates the language of
logic. The reasoning in the "What Am I?" game is based on a counter-
example involving known properties of an equilateral triangle. "If I have
three sides, I am a triangle. But I can't be a triangle because all triangles



with equal angles have equal sides and I do not have equal sides." The
clue "I am not 25" in the "Who Am I?" game is irrelevant because an-
other clue identifies the number as even: Clearly the number cannot be
25, and this information is of no value in solving the problem.

Applying reasoning skills to discover a relationship they have not recog-
nized before can be an exhilarating experience for children, as a group of
third graders learned. They were using a calculator to explore number re-
lationships when they noticed that if one addend is decreased by any
amount and another addend is increased by the same amount, their sum
remains the same. After checking their conjecture with a variety of num-
bers, they recorded it as a discovery so that it could be shared with the
rest of the class. See figure 3.4

Our Discovery: When you add, if you make one part bigger and the
other part gets the same amount smaller, you always get the same
answer.

One member of the group thought the relationship should "work" for sub-
traction, ton. until a partner showed several cases for which it did not
work.

These children applied analytical reasoning and developed and tested con-
jectures, one of which they rejected on the basis of counterexamples.

An informal introduction to proportional reasoning is appropriate at the
K-4 level. The problem- solving context of the following example also rein-
forces many of the reasoning processes already discussed.

I have a shape that can be covered with twelve of these triangles. How
many of these parallelograms would I need to cover my shape? How
many of these trapezoids will cover my shape?

C7 t
Since the problem concerns physical objects, the students can recognize
visually that two triangles cover a parallelogram, that three triangles
cover a trapezoid, and that the entire shape cat. be covered by six paral-
lelograms or by four trapezoids. To justify their conclusion, the children
can use twelve triangles to make a shape and check to see whether it
can be covered by six parallelograms or four trapezoids. Students should
also realize that some shapes composed of twelve triangles cannot be
covered by parallelograms or trapezoids.

Mathernatical reasoning cannot develop in isolation. As illustrated in this
discussion, the ability to reason is a process that grows out of many ex-
periences that convince children that mathematics makes sense.

19 18 16 13
+5 ar. g
2.4 29
12.3 120 100

4-76 4,11 419
Icitt t 741-

Fig. 3.4
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4STANDARD 4:
MATHEMATICAL CONNECTIONS

In grades K-4, the study of mathematics should include opportunities
to make connections so that students can

link conceptual and procedural knowledge;

relate various representations of concepts or procedures to one
another;

recognize relationships among different topics in mathematics;

use mathematics in other curriculum areas;

use mathematics in their daily lives.

Focus

This standard's purpose is to help children see how mathematical ideas
are related. The mathematics curriculum is generally viewed as consist-
ing of several discrete strands. As a result, computation, geometry,
measurement, and problem solving tend to be taught in isolation. It is im-
portant that children connect ideas both among and within areas of
mathematics. Without such connections, children must learn and remem-
ber too many isolated concepts and skills rather than recognizing general
principles relevant to several areas. When mathematical ideas are also
connected to everyday experiences, both in and out of school, children
become aware of the usefulness of mathematics.

A classroom in which making connections is emphasized exhibits several
notable characteristics. Ideas flow naturally from one lesson to another,
rather than each lesson being restricted to a narrow objective. Lessons
frequently extend over several days so that connections can be explored,
discussed, and generalized. Once introduced, e topic is used throughout
the mathematics program. Teachers seize bpportunities that arise from
classroom situations to relate different areas and uses of mathematics.
Children are asked to compare and contrast concepts and procedures.
They are helped to construct bridges between the concrete and the
abstract and between different ways of representing a problem or
concept. Learning and using mathematics are important aspects of
the entire school curriculum.

Discussion

When children enter school, they have not segregated their learning into
separate school subjects or topics within an academic area. Thus, it is
particularly important to build on the wholeness of their perspective of
the world and expand it to include more of the world of mathematics.
This can be done in many ways, both within and outside the realm of
mathematics.

Young children understand the underlying structure of many numerical
problems and use counting to solve them. It is important to tie these
conceptual ideas to more abstract procedures such as adding and sub-
tracting. If conceptual understandings are linked to procedures, children
will not perceive of mathematics as an arbitrary set of rules; will not
need to learn or memorize as many procedures; and will have the founda-
tion to apply, re-create, and invent new ones when needed. For example,



if children are asked to fold paper and describe the process, they will un-
derstand why the procedure "multiplying the numerator and denominator
by the same number" yields the same ratio in an equivalent fraction. See
figure 4.1.

Fold in halves, color
half, then fold in
thirds the other way.

1 1 x 3 3
2 2 x 3 B

After the Iasi folding,
we have 3 times as {
many colored parts
and 3 times as many
total parts.

Many concrete and pictorial models of concepts and procedures are
available, and children need to create relationships among them and de-
termine how each can be represented with symbols. For example, young
children need to make the connection between seven toy cars, seven
counters, seven tally marks, and the symbol 7. Older children need to
understand the similarity between cutting a rectangle into four equal
parts and sharing a bag of cookies among four friends and why the parts
in each situation are called fourths. They need to see different represen-
tations of the same problem situation, as in figure 4.2.

B x n = 30

MI

O00 CO

T W Th F
00 00, 00 0
00 00u0

00000 00

Peggy must swim 30 kilometers in 6 days
to practice for the team. If she swims

the same distance each day, how
far must she swim each day?

Fig. 4.1

S

00
000

1

-4* 30 + = 0

0 5 10 15 30 km
1 day 3 days 6 days

Fig. 4.2

Children tend to think of mathematics as computation. One way to dispel
this incorrect notion is to offer them more experiences with other top-
ics; even so, unless connections are made, children will see mathematics
as a collection of isolated topics. Only through extended exposure to in-
tegrated topics will children have a better chance of retaining the con-
cepts and skills they are taught. For example, measurement situations
should continually be part of the program, rather than introduced briefly
in isolated lessons. The following activity integrates geometry with meas-
urement.
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16 cm

Cut a 12-by-16-cm rectangle on a diagonal as shown. What geometric
12 cm shapes can you make? Which one has the shortest perimeter?

triangles

= 72cm

= 72cm

parallelograms

= 72cm

quadrilateral

P = 64cm

Similarly, addition practice can be placed in the context of measuring as
children solve for the distances between cages at a zoo (see fig. 4.3).

Bears

PARK CITY Zoo PLAN
toe 00..0.0c0o.........,,,=,c,,.........-o %

0 Zebras c1.3.1e)0. . 0
° ° o ,) .0. 19Bm ,zpe...

....0. ,,,,,=, . . 00. ..,=,. .o. .. 00 200m 81m cf o0. 0 .00 . ....
0

. ..0° .° 0 .0 .000 o-.000°,0000 .0 . 00000O0 0 0
47m g0 . ..0.0000 000

0 0c.. 87m °°.411°-'0,cpem0 42m). . 0 .0 0, .. . .. .
c'icis-co . .... .0. 0% 196m .,.... .,.. ...-61-..... --, .

. 000 .000 0 EIB::0°:;!;

. d. . 0 .k- -..0" o0 0 ''..--,,.O . ... 0
.° f-j.. .

0 Hipposc'°. 93m ..---... c,..0 ...00000pep...C.1C,000..

Fig. 4.3
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Find the shortest distance from the:
beers to the hippos
zebras to the beers

hippos to the zebras
zebras to the hipping

Another connection children can explore is that between solutions to
open number sentences and graphing, as shown below.

+ + d = 9
Try = 1

1 + 1 + L = S
A must be 7

2 + 2 + 5 = 93 + 3 + 3 = 94 + 4 + 1 = 9+ O + 9 = 9
J

A

O

O

O

O

1234 56789



The K-4 program is rich with opportunities to use mathematics in other
subject areas as well as to use other subjects in mathematics. This is
especially true with science, but with a little imagination connections can
be made to all areas. For example, the communication standard (Stan-
dard 2) calls for the integration of language arts as children write and
discuss their experiences in mathematics. As children solve problems in
mathematics classes, they can be learning about other countries and
cultures. As children measure how far they can jump, they use mathe-
matics in physical education. As children do art projects, they use geom-
etry and measurement.

Social Studies Physical Education
What is the tallest building in
Japan?
How tall is it?
Write a sentence comparing
Its height to the height of the
Sears Tower in Chicago.

Art

Messure how far you can go in
three lumps.

One frog jump.
Start and end on
hands and feet.

Make the following picture frame for your miniature drawing.

Cut a 20-cm Fold flaps Fold flaps Fold flaps
square. back. back to under and

Find midpoints Find midpoints midpoints. glue picture
of the sides. of the sides. in frame.

All too often, children come to believe that mathematics is an academic
exercise that occurs only in schools, whereas solving problems outside
of school is different. Many believe that it is not mathematics to explore
the meaning of one-third by sharing a pitcher of milk equally among three
people; to count on a clock face how long until it is time to go to a
friend's house: or to figure 100 ÷ 4 by thinking, "Four quarters make a
dollar, so it's 25," or "It's 100 divided by 2 and 2 again." Mathematical
methods exist to solve these problems in an efficient manner, but, at
times, these are not as satisfactory as the informal ways. Students
need to see when and how mathematics can be used, rather than be
promised that someday they will use it.
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*STANDARD 5:
ESTIMATION

In grades K-4, the curriculum should include estimation so studentscan

explore estimation strategies;

recognize when an estimate is appropriate;

determine the reasonableness of results;

apply estimation in working with quantities, measurement,
computation, and problem solving.

FOCUS

Estimation presents students with another dimension of mathematics;
terms such as about, near, closer to, between, and a little less than il-
lustrate that mathematico involves more than exactness. Estimation in-
teracts with number sense and spatial sense to help children develop in-
sights into concepts and procedures, flexibility in working with numbers
and measurements, and an awareness of reasonable results. Estimation
skills and understanding enhance the abilities of children to deal with
everyday quantitative situations.

From children's earliest experiences with mathematics, estimation needs
to be an ongoing part of their study of numbers, computation, and meas-
urement. It is important that children :earn a variety of methods of esti-
mating, such as the front-end strategy for computation and the chunking
procedure for measurement. They also need to develop reasoning, judg-
ment, and decision-making skills in using estimation.

Instruction should emphasize the development of an estimation mind-set.
Children should come to know what is meant by an estimate, when it is
appropriate to estimate, and how close an estimate is required in a given
situation. If children are encouraged to estimate, they will accept esti-
mation as a legitimate part of mathematics.

Discussion

When children enter school, they are accustomed to estimating. They
know that they are almost six years old, that they are a little shorter
than a brother or sister, that a carton of milk can fill more than three
glasses, and when it is about noon. This experiential knowledge provides
a foundation for further development in estimating quantities. Consider
the following example: As a referent, children can be told that the set, at
the left in figure 5.1 has ten balls. Without counting, they can be asked
to quickly classify the other sets as fewer than ten, about ten, or more
than ten.

Children should also estimate larger quantities, such as the number of
seeds in a pumpkin, beans in a bag, or Valentine candies in a jar. For
larger quantities, it is usually more appropriate to use a referent set
having 50 or 100 items.

Several important considerations in estimating quantities should be re-
membered. When checking estimates, a teacher can reinforce place-
value ideas by having the children place the estimated items in groups of
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ten and then in hundreds whenever possible. It is also important for the
teacher and the children to identify a range for "good estimates." Fur-
ther, it should be emphasized that estimates that happen to be exact
are no better than other estimates within the identified range; the goal is
an approximation, not the exact number. Finally, children should always
check their initial estimates and then make additional ones so that they
can use the feedback to refine their estimating skills.

A particularly good estimating activity involving measuring uses interlock-
ing cubes. Using a stick of ten cubes as a referent, children estimate
how many cubes long a work table is, for example. Then they make a
"train" of cubes as long as the work table and break the train into sticks
of ten to check their estimates. See figure 5.2.

Another measurement-and-estimating activity illustrates the process of
chunking. In the task in figure 5.3, children estimate the number of
boxes necessary to fill the classroom. A child mentally lines up seven
boxes along one edge of the floor and uses them as a unit, or a "chunk,"
to estimate the total number of boxes.

Children also should be taught specific strategies to aid them in compu-
tational estimation. A child who needs to evaluate 243 + 479 might es-
timate by thinking, "200 and 400 is 600, 43 and 79 is over 100, so the
sum is a little more than 700." This is "front-end estimation." Another
way of estimating is this: "243 is just under 250, 479 is just under
500, so the sum is less than 750." This is a flexible use of "rounding"
for estimation or selecting "nice" numbers that are easy to work with. It
is useful to discuss various strategies and to help students develop their
own strategies. For example, a student adept at mental computation
could estimate 243 + 479 in this way: "24 + 48 (tens) is 72 (tens) so
the sum is about 720." Continual emphasis on computational estimation
helps children develop creative and flexible thought processes and fos-
ters in them a sense of mathematical power.

Estimation is especially important when children use calculators. If they
need to compute 4783 + 13, for example, a quick estimate can be
found by using "compatible numbers." In this case, 4783 is about 4800
and 13 is about 12, so 4783 + 13 is about 4800 + 12. The dividing
can be done mentally, since 48 and 12 are "compatible numbers" for divi-
sion. Thus, 4783 + 13 is about 400. This rough estimate provides chil-
dren with enough information to decide whether the correct keys were
pressed and whether the calculator result is reasonable. Such uses of
estimation reduce the incidence of errors with calculators, decrease the
mindless use of calculators for computation, and contribute to children's
development of number and operation sense.

Children often find that estimation skills are useful in their daily lives.
Many children know when it is appropriate to estimate and how close an
estimate should be, as the following anecdote indicates. Three children
huddled together in a shopping mall, discussing the purchase of some
clothing. One held a newspaper advertisement, another a calculator. Two
children picked items from the ad and the third entered the appropriate
prices into the calculator. In considering the calculator result, one of the
children reasoned, "The total cost can't be more than $50 because two
shirts cost $14 each; that's less than $30, and the pants cost
$17.99." Classroom instruction on estimation should help children de-
velop a similar estimation mind-set so they can use good judgment and
logical reasoning to make decisions in their daily lives.

rj

J

How many cubes?

t=121=751
Ci=13711

C=1:12:11 I eD

Cf6=1=D

10

*About 40"

"10, 20. 30, 40, 41, 42"

Fig. 6.2

"I think seven boxes wall fit eking
the floor; then I can do that three
more times to cover the floor, that's
4 x 7 = 28, then four layers in all,
that's 4 x 28 = 112."

Fig. 5.3
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*STANDARD 6:
NUMBER SENSE AND NUMERATION

In grades K-4, the mathematics curriculum should include whole
number concepts and skills so that students can

construct number meanings through real-world experiences and the
use of physical materials;

understand our numeration system by relating counting, grouping,
and place-value concepts;

develop number sense;

interpret the multiple uses of numbers encountered in the real
world.

Focus

Children must understand numbers if they are to make sense of the
ways numbers are used in their everyday world. They need to use num-
bers to quantify, to identify location, to identify a specific object in a col-
lection, to name, and to measure. Furthermore, an understanding of
place value is crucial for later work with number and computation.

Intuition about number relationships helps children make judgments about
the reasonableness of computational results and of proposed solutions
to numerical problems. Such intuition requires good number sense. Chil-
dren with good number sense (1) have well-understood number meanings,
(2) have developed multiple relationships among numbers, (3) recognize
the relative magnitudes of numbers, (4) know the relative effect of oper-
ating on numbers, and (5) develop referents for measures of common ob-
jects and situations in their environments.

Children come to understand number meanings gradually. To encourage
these understandings, teachers can offer classroom experiences in
which students first manipulate physical objects and then use their own
language to explain their thinking. This active involvement in, and expres-
sion of, physical manipulations encourages children to reflect on their ac-
tions and to construct their own number meanings. In all situations, work
with number symbols should be meaningfully linked to concrete materials.
Emphasizing exploratory experiences with numbers that capitalize on the
natural insights of children enhances their sense of mathematical compe-
tency, enables them to build and extend number relationships, and helps
them to develop .4 link between their world and the world of mathematics.

If children are to develop good number concepts, considerable instruc-
tional time must be devoted to number and numeration. Children's experi-
ences with numbers are most beneficial when the numbers have meaning
for them. A variety of place-value tasks that assess children's thinking
can be used to identify those numbers that have meaning to individual
students; traditional numeration tasks are not good indicators of chil-
dren's understanding. Teachers can also provide exploratory experiences
with larger numbers, but symbolic tasks with numbers should not be pre-
sented in isolation and should not be emphasized until the numerals have
been carefully linked to concrete materials and children understand the
major concepts.

3,
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For children to use both single-digit and multidigit number ideas fluently,
written symbolS should be linked to physical models and oral names. See
figure 6.1.

Counting skills, which are essential for ordering and comparing numbers,
are an important component of .the development of number ideas. Count-
ing on, counting back, and skip counting mark advances in children's de-
velopment of number ideas. However, counting is only one indicator of
children's understanding of numbers.

Understanding place value is another critical step in the development of
children's comprehension of number concepts. Prior to formal instruction
on place value, the meanings children have for larger numbers are typi-
cally based on counting by ones and the "one more than" relationship be-
tween consecutive numbers. Since place-value meanings grow out of
grouping experiences, counting knowledge should be integrated with
meanings based on grouping. Children are then able to use and make
sense of procedures for comparing, ordering, rounding, and operating
with larger numbers.

The following activity encourages children to coordinate their counting
and grouping skills to develop beginning place-value ideas. Two children
each are given the same number of counters, in this example, thirty-two.
One child counts her counters by ones; the other groups his counters by
tens and then counts by tens and ones. The children then are asked to
compare and discuss their results.

"one, two, . thirty -two"
0000p000

inc0000000
00000000

0000

"ten, twenty, thirty,
thirty -one. thirty-two-

00 CO 00
00
oo

00
co
CO 0 0

9,p
oo LA-)00 oo

The lext two tasks help determine a child's place-value knowledge.

"Count these loose chips . .1251. Could you write that?" 1251 The
teacher circles the digit 5 and asks, "Does this part of your 25 have
anything to do with how many chips you have?" She repeats the ac-
tion, this time circling the digit 2. Children with good place-value
knowledge will motch the "5" with five chips and the "2" with twenty
chips, and they may even group the twenty chips into two groups of
ten chips. 1Fig. 6.21

"Here are 256 beans. How many piles of 10 beans could you make?"
1Fig 6.31

Number sense is an intuition about numbers that is drawn from all the
varied meanings of number. It has five components:

1. Developing number meanings. This includes the cardinal and ordinal
meanings of numbers.

2. Exploring number relationships with manipulatives. For example, the
composition and decomposition of sets of objects enables children to
understand 7 as shown in figure 6.4. Similarly, they under'stand that
50 is 5 tens, 2 twenty-fives, or 4 tens and 10 ones.

132 "one hundred
thirty-two"

Fig. a

25
Fig. 6.2

Fig. 6.3

Fig. 6.4
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-two and
one and twu"

"three and two

"one and three and one"

Fig. 6.5

6892 feet

.7 feet

2248 feet

"About how high is the balloon?"

Fig. 6.6
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3. Understanding the relative magnitudes of numbers. For example, 31
is large compared to 4, about the same size as 27, about half as big
as 60, and small compared to 92. Councing by ones rapidly to 100
or 1000 on a calculator helps establish the relative sizes of these
numbers.

4. Developing intuitions about the relative effect of operating on num-
bers. This interaction is discussed further in Standard 7, "Concepts
of Whole Number Operations," and in Standard 8, "Whole Number
Computation."

5. Developing referents for measures of common objects and situations
in their environment. For example, it is unrealistic for a fourth-grade
child to be 316 cm tall or to weigh 8 kg, a loaf of bread doesn't cost
$117, and the teacher is not ninety-six years old. A knowledge of
reasonable ranges for such measures provides a basis for judging
reasonableness of results.

The following classroom example (fig. 6.5) focuses on the first two corn-
ponents of number sense, the meaning of 5 and relating 5 to its compo-
nent parts.

"Make some designs using five toothpicks in each. Use numbers to tell
me how your design is built from the toothpicks."

The "Guess My Number" example below helps children develop number-
sense ideas regarding the relative magnitudes of larger numbers.

The teacher tapes five metersticks, marked in centimeters, end to end
along the front of the room. The left endpoint is labeled 0 and the right
endpoint 500. One student (the selector) silently selects a number be-
tween 0 and 500, and the others try to guess it.

0 A 500

If the first child guesses 400 and the selector says "Too high," then
that child points to the 400 location. If the next child guesses 220 and
the selector says "Too low," then that child points to the 220 mark.
Guesses continue until the secret number is guessed. The two children
pointing initially at 220 and 400 move closer together with each
guess, always bracketing the range of possibilities.

The activity in figure 6.6 focuses on relative magnitudes for even larger
numbers.
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SECTION 5

UNIFYING CONCEPTS

The task of teaching the physical and information sciences and
engineenng in the elementary and secondary schools can be
:acilitated by focusing on concepts that are common to all aspects
of :he subjects and often may be usetul in the life sciences and
:he social sciences. Indeed, as an alternative to the traditional
disciplinary approach. one can envision teaching all the sciences
as well as engineering .n an interdisciplinary fashion, by teach-
ing a set of unifying concepts and their meaning in the various
traditional disciplines.

What may be most useful unifying concepts is to a considerable
extent a matter of choice. Here. we suggest four key concepts.
compiementeci by a number of other general concepts that often
cut across them. It is our hope that these key and generalconcepts
will be taken only as examples, and that our suggesting them
will not be viewed as advocacy of a new orthodoxy.

KEY UNIFYING CONCEPTS

The four key unifying concepts we suggest by way of example
are those of materials, energy, information, and systems. They
are all strongly interrelated. For example, there is no material
without energy (bonding energies, nuclear energy, etc.); energy
is needed to modify materials; information is needed to know
how to manipulate and save materials and energy; a system
requires the exchange of information among its components, and
often of materials or energy as well.

Within each of these four cmcepts, we can focus on some
aspects of general interdisciplinary utility. The depth to which
:his is done should be left to the teacher. The essenual point is
that it is possible to introduce the unifying concepts at any
desirable level ci complexity, according to the grade and skills
of the student, and that even in their simplest formulation, such
concepts provide us with useful and powerful tools to understand
the world around usbe it natural or human-made.

The Concept of Materials

Under the concept of materials, one could include the following

The definition of materials, and their various manifestations
solids and fluids [both liquids end cases)) and uses.

The propernes of materials tier example. density, heat cc:-
oacny. thermal conductivity, and atomic number. as well as
proper:les tha: impart strength. cohesion. fluidity..,. :ranspar-
ency) and their role in both how we understand nature aria how
-.ve modify it (for example, by creating new materials with new
properties). BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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The conservation ci materials. unless transiormea into energy
`,for example, we cannot really cet rid of waste, the key tactor in
the environmental damage wreaked by consumer - oriented and
heavily populated societies).

The transformations from material to rcctenai and from
material to energy, or vice versa (a process involving an under-
standing of the atomic and molecular structure considered :n
physics and chemistry).

The Concept of Energy

The following topics could be included under the concept ci
enemy:

The definition of energy and its various manifestations (heat.
aravitationai, bonding, electromagnetic, etc.) and uses.

Fields, gracients, and potentials (for example, why we slide
downhill and why we get an electnc shock).

The conservation of energy, including mass as an equivalent
form of energy (mass is energy).

The transformations among various forms of energy (again,
to be related to atomic and molecular structure): and the con-
version between rest mass and kinetic energy (v-Ith the total
massthat is, energy remaining constant).

Energy transfer (for example. heat transfer), degradation,
and entropy.

Efficiency and its theoretical and practical limits.
As an example of the use of a unifying concept, we can follow

the transformation of a given amount oi energy that originates
in a given form. One example might be fossil energy. We could
trace its origin in the sun and its conversion by.photosy-nthesis
and biological decay to its extraction in the form of oil (hyaro-
carbons) from a well. Its path could be followed further as it is
refined to gasoline or diesel fuel and then burned in the engine
of a car, in part transformed into useful work and in part dissipatld
through road friction and aerodynamic resistance, and :hen re-
turned to the environment in the form of heat and air poiluticn.
It is important to stress that the combustion of the hydrocarbons
:n the engine produces carbon dioxide and other by-products
as is the case ..vith the bun-.1na of otner natural materials sucri
as wood or coal that contribute in a motor way to air pollution.,
A similar example oi an energy path is the transtor=tion,
utilization, and dissipation of energy contained in :cod.

The Concept of Information

The following tcpics could be Included under the concept c:
Iniormation:

The icrrnai clef:nit:on ci in:our:anon and ::s reia::an prcP
ticr example, the more surprising a message is, :he more

:niormancn carries).
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The concepts aria units by wnich we endeavor to quantify
:nforrncnon and information flow tier example, words, bits. and
bits per second).

Errors; and redundancies and their use in reducing errors
for example, by repeating a message).

The way in which information con be elaborated (for ex-
ample, by computation or pattern recognition), carried (messages
from transmitter to recipient), and stored (for example, :n data
banks).

The physical means of conveying and storing information
and the limits imposed by nature ;how much can we convey?
how fast?); and enemy and materials requirements (for example.
the electric energy needed to convey a telephone message).

Examples of information processes in a social system (for
e.xampie, learning), :n a rholocicai system tfor example. in the
zenes, :he nervous system, or the cram), and :n c human-
engineered system kfcr example. to computers, writing systems.
ard radar).

Strategies for acquiring and using information (for example.
getting the most information from a deep-space probe with a
lc..w-power transmitteror even the very simple problem cf
weighing an unknown object using a minimum number of steps,
given a set of known weights); and energy savings achieved
through information (for example, avoiding wasted motion, be it
:n factory work, restaurant operations, or a variety of other
activities that ultimatelythrough their efficiencydetermine the
economic competitiveness and wise utilization of resources. hu-
man and otherwise, of a society).

Information paucity and information overload (an overload
is a function ci timethat is, of the speea with which information
:s processed).

The Concept of Systems

The following topics could be included under :he concept ci
system:

The definition cf system (from the broadest definition as a
croup of entities working together or influencing each other to
much more specific cries, such as those involving explicit and
clearly characterized interactions cr feedback loops).

How to recognize and construe systems. both abstract and
concrete, and natural and human-made (for example, a planetary
system. an ecoioaical system. a school. a television network, a
:ac:o'r that makes television sets. a pen, a car, a corporation. :t-
o state): and system hierarchies and system components.

Systems in static equiiii-,-num -;ersus systems in dynamic
equilibrium (for example, a house versus a moving airplane or
c :cvc :e).

The role of feeaback and :eeaiorwarci (for exan,pie, the
-hermostat in a room, or the eye:brain system for approximating
:ne he' grit of a stairway we are ciimbina); seii-adaptive systems

-1ST COPY AVAILABLE
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systems cc:lap:Inc their cnaractenstics and performance to chances
:n :he environment) and their possible aegeneration to autono-
mous systems (systems not responding to the environment); and
how a purposeful, self-adaptive s-ystern must possess a model :of
::s environment ltthe importance of knowledge).

Changes in system properties with size .a topic :hat can
toad :o a discussion of how incividuaiity is born out of complexity
we are all mace of the same basic atomic build:nor blocks. yet
we are all different).

How to recognize system failures. component failures. corn-
ponent mismatches, and failures at the interlaces between sys-
tems; and the problem of cornplexity at interfaces (for example,
how :o match the high speed ci airplanes with the relatively slow
reactions of pilots).

OTHER UNIFYING CONCEPTS

A nurnoer of other general concepts are also important to an
understanding of a broad range of phenomena and processes
in the physical and information sciences and in engineering,
and they often cut across the key unifying concepts we have just
suggested. For example:

The concept of equiiibritirn is involved in the movement of
a seesaw, :n :he stability of a structure, and in the reaction rates
of chemical processes, including :he concept of buffer as a
substance that maintains chemical equilibrium.

The concept ci rate describes :he flow of water. mate-
rials, enemy, or information. such as :he flow of a liquid in a
pipe, the daily output of a factory, the cooling ci a body, :he
progress ci a chemical transformation. :he transmission capacity
of a telephone line, cr the climbing performance of an airplane.

The concept of conservation expresses fandamentaily the
:dea that some things are always conserved, such as momentum,
energy, and panry--and specifically that matter and energy are
indestructible and can only be transformed from one form to
another and into each other), so that he energy aria matter with-
:n a system ,,:or example. a house furnace or a human digestive
tract; car. be trace and budgeted.

The concept of efficiency 'defines the ratio of useful energy
obtained from a machine to :ne energy supplied :o the machine.
ne term efficiency has come to be used dy society a:.arse to

describe, in a generalized way, Input/output relationships in all
sorts of physical. biolocical, sacral, engineering, and information-
processina contexts.

The concept or '.2ricerainty stems frcrr: our inability to measure
erte cr. I y or calculate completely all the elements .n a system

ond hence :he nee.a resort to probabilities. The concept has a
very precise formuicmon in the case c: a rr..icroscopic physical
system .Heisenberg uncertaint7 princmiei.

The concept of r:sk, of a probabilistic nature. It
involves the prs.,bctaiiity oi are unfavorc:bie natural event. such
as a :icon or an earthquake. or the propability a: failure oi one



cf our human-made devices or prccesses, sucn as a sateilite.
nuclear reactor. or open-heart surgery.

The concept of cost-effectiveness, although of an economic
nature, is important to engineering. Fcr example. consider the
cost required to build an artifact, such as an airplane or a
poilution-ccntroi device that will perform with a certain effective-
ness (for instance, an airplane that will fly a given distance at a
given speed or a device that will remove a certain type and
amount of pollutant). It is important to keep in mind. however.
that cost is not the pnmary cr only measure of the value of an
engineering project, since potential benefit must have other
dimensions as well. How could one assess in dollars, for instance,
the effectiveness of a pyramid or the pleasure derived from
watching a concert on television? Beyond engineering, the con-
cept of cost-effectiveness has come to be used in the sciences (for
example, how much does it cost to launch a space probe and
how much information do we denve from it?) and in other human
activities.

The concept of benefit analysis, which is related to that of cast-
offectiveness, is another important generai concept. It deals with
:he assessment of the benefits brought about by a given human
action or artifact. For instance, in health care, how much benelit
do we derive from screening a population for lung cancer once
a yearand at what nsk? Again, there are inherent problems in
translating an intangible, such as the value of health or human
life or ecological preservation, into a tangible, such as dollars.
Potentially cost-effective airplanes, for example, may never be
built owing to non-cost-related considerations, such as environ-
mental damage; conversely, it may be beneficial to engage in
engineenng projectssuch as providing facilities for people with
disabilitiesthat may not be cost-effective in some sense.

To reiterate, general concepts such as those summarized above
have acquired significance beyond the physical and information
sciences and engineering, so that we talk of political or ecological
equilibrium, of rate of progress or inflation, of oscillating or
drastically unstable financial markets, or of conservation of
natural resources. Thus, these concepts can help interconnect
the physical and Information sciences and engineering, other
sciences, and (more generally) other aspects of society. For
instance, one could discuss how the relative abundance or
scarcity of mineral resources or the invention of increasingly
effective ways of utilizing energy have influenced societies (for
example, coal and the Industrial Revolution: oil and the auto-
mobile: and the OPEC countries). One could also discuss the
historical trend in civilization from early societies dependent cn
materials and energy sources (primarily human and animal, pius
the sun and wind) to the energy-rich societies of the industrial
Revolution. to today s societies in which information-related ac-
tivities become the predominant occupa:= ci the population
;postindustrial service economies;.

cY
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SECTION 6

KEY SPECIFIC CONCEPTS

The unifying concepts outlined above provide common threads
:hat should serve as a useful guide to the spectrum of disciplines
encompassed under the label of the physical and information
sciences and engineering. High school graduates cannot be
expected to be knowledgeable in all aspects of this spectrum.
However, there are some key concepts specific to each discipline
or group of disciplinesthat is, to physics and chemistry; the
earth. pianetcrry and astronomical sciences, the information
sciences; and engineeringthat all high school students should
have the opportunity to explore and understand, at least to some
degree.

These key concepts are discussed in this section. For many of
these concepts, the discussion includes a fist of "relevant items...
Such lists are not intended to be lists of topics that will necessarily
oe included in a curriculum; rather, they are presented simply
as items that car be addressed to clarify or amplify a specific
key concept. It is up to the teacher or student to decide how
deeply to explore them. We stress that the Key specific concepts
provide a simple but solid disciplinary foundation that comple-
ments the unifying concepts, and they can be expanded as
needed.

We leave open, furthermore, the question as to whether tra-
ditional disciplinary divisionssuch as the one between physics
and chemistry that we have eliminated hereshould be pre-
served m school curncula in the future. Should the science
disciplines be merged by focusing on unifying concepts (such as
the ones identified in Section 5) and on the integrative approach
to teaching (discussed in Section 7)? The answer will depend
largely on each teacher's experience and success in the class-
room. However, even if the disciplines are conceptually or
pedagogically merged or integrated, there will continue to be a
need for specific concepts and laboratories in physics. chemistry,
computation, and so forth for specific sets of phenomena.

Given the central importance of mathematics for an under-
standing of the physical and information sciences and engineer-
:no, we strongly reiterate the need to teach it in an integrated
fashion with these subjects. Most specific concepts in physics, the
other physical sciences, and engineering can be approached in
two mutually reinforcing waysthrough expenmentation and
through mathematics. The integrative approach shows the clar-
li-yina and enhancing value of a mathematical description of a
phenomenon.

To develop such a description. the student needs enough
familiarity and experience with derivatives and integrals to be
able to formulate laws of science more generally as differential
-equations. As an example, :he normal distribution. or Maxwell-
:an. can be understood simply through the shape of its curve.
More precise understanding calls for knowledge of the exponen-
tial function, which is best defined as a solution of the differential



equation y = y. Another example is Newton s second :aw cf
motion. This is MOST easily formulated in mathematical terms as
:he oramary differential equation rn = Other fundamental
conservation laws of physics and encnneenna have s:miiar
mathematical representations that are easier to learn than
circumvent.

Although these calculus concepts are not now within the realm
of the typical high school graduate, we :eel that they can be
approached and understood, if oniv through difference equations
or finite sums and averages. Teachers should. net shy away from
offenne, albeit in simplified form, an understanding of some of
the key equations used to describe physical reality. The sooner
the student acquires an understanding of how the elements of
physical reality can be powerfully described through the use of
these equations, the sooner a great deal of science will become
demythologized and the student will feel more comfortable with
science.

PHYSICS AND CHEMISTRY

Physicists try to understand the world in terms of as few basic
concepts as possibleconcepts that not so much underlie as lie
within all the other sciences. They focus on the nature and
behavior of very simple systems such as atoms, and also on
complex systems, insofar as the behavior of such systems is
simple (in airless space, for Instance, a mouse and a moon will
fall at the same rate as a molecule).

Chemists endeavor to understand how the world works in
terms of the behavior of the atoms and molecules of substances
(reactants) that interact with each other to produce materials
whose properties are different from those of the reactants.

We believe that experiments are essential to the development
of an understanding of physics and chemistry concepts. School
curricula should emphasize simple experiments that make the
point but are not costly. Very simple "kitchen- expenments could
even be started at the preschool level.

Key Concepts

All Physical and Chemical Phenomena Are Governed by a
Few Basic Interactions

Relevant items': The basic laws of gravity, electricity, and
maanetism; the electromagnet: the gross characteristics cf the
strong and weak nuclear Interactions: and the concept of a field
to describe a force--for example. between two electronsas the
(electric) field of one or the other.

Comments: One central pursuit of modern physic:51s :s to
discover the ..A-iry at nature, as demonstrated :c the Identity c:
seemingly different fundamental interacncns. in additlan to cema

We empnaszze :ne r.a:ure o; Inc re:evan; ;:erns as ce:n.z gu:ces :::r
f..inber ex-pcncing. wnen cesirea. zcrne uncerstcnamc CI c Key csncept anc ::5
7.opiicationszu; :most ernpnat:ca::y nct ce
jeamec.
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able :0 describe the main c.haracterisncs of these th:eractions as
we know them today, students sncuid ce aware ci the weep
cultural and philosophical impiicaucns of this pursuit. as weii as
of its incomplete, ongoing nature.

The Quantum Principle: On a Microscopic-Length Scale,
Many Physical QuantitiesSuch as Electric Charge, Mass, and
EnergyAre Found in Tiny Fixed Units Called Quanta; Atoms
Gain and Lose Energy in Fixed Quantum Units

Relevant items: All matter :s built up of particies. An atom
consists of a tiny but relatively massive nucleus of protons and
neutrons surrounded by a cioud of electrons equal to numcer to
:he protons. The sta:7,1e existence of atoms (that is, chemical
matter) requires quantized energy states of atoms, analogous to
:he separate resonant vibration frequencies of a violin string.
Photons are quanta of electromagnetic energy.

Comments: Changes in the energy ci a quantum system such
as an atom or a nucleus are accompanied by absorption or
emission of the precise energy difference in a quantum of radiation
photon) or as a chance in kinetic energy---as occurs in nuclear
fission or nuclear fusion: This concept, we believe. :s easier for
today s children to grasp than it was for adults when it first
emerged in the 1920s. The quantum concepts apply to all mate-
rials. including biological matenais. For instance, the eye detects
photons: photons are also absorbed by plants in photosynthesis.

The Behavior of Simple Static and Moving Systems Can Be
Explained Using the Laws First Laid Out by Isaac Newton

Relevant items: Velocity: acceleration: rotation: force, work.
power; friction: vector addition of forces; impulse. momentum.
and angular momentum: and inertia.

Comments: Static and moving systems are a ubiquitous part
of our everyday reality. Such a system may consist of a pulley,
a house, a bridge, a car going around a corner. a bullet shot
from a rifle, a boat, or an airplane. Students derive immediate
practical benefits from learning to understand what happens
:n terms of motion or internal forcesin a variety of such systems.

Intuitive Ideas of Space, Time, Energy, and Mass Fail at
Great Distances and. When Speeds Approach the Speed of Light

Relevant Items: Liaht from the sun takes 8.3 minutes to reach
the earth. If a person in a spaceship could leave :he Bic Sen
tower clock at 12 noon at the speed of light, he would never see
::s hands move, since the light from 12:01 would never reach
run. Albert Einstein firs: pastuiated that moving clocks 'n general
appear to run more slowly than clocks located with the observer
still a puzzle to the :ay person). The speed of lien:. :86.00C miles
per second, cannot ce exceeded, and it has the some value
when measured by any movina ooserver. The enercv needed
to accelerate objects :o almost this speed vastly exceeds that
calculated convenacnally. Space -rctivei at close to this speea.
:herefore, is not possible because ci the energy cost.

Comments: Careful reasoning about space. ::me, and the fixed
speed of light lea Einstein to concivae that energy and mass are
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equivalent, according to the rule E = mc2, where E is the energy,
m is the mass, and c is the speed of light. This is a working
equation in nuciear reactions and nuclear power, where the
kmenc and radiation energy released is calculated by taxing m
as the chance in the rest mass of the nuclear fuel after reactions
have occurred. The same rule can even be applied to chemical
reactions (for example, in an explosion of TNT), but the change
in mass is much smaller. An example of a process of direct and
complete conversion of rest mass to enercry occurs when an
electron and a positron (positive electron) annihilate.

Electromagnetic Radiation, of Which Light Is an Example,
Occurs in a Very Large Range of Wavelengths; Such Radiation
Is Emitted and Absorbed as Particles or Bundles of Energy

Relevant Items: Lenses and mirrors; reflection and refraction:
interfere ice; diffraction; polarization; charactenstics of the emis-
sion, absorption, and propagation of electromagnetic radiation
from radio and television signals to x rays; color and the human
visual system; photoelectric effect; and photons and the idea of
the quantum.

Comments: Many of these phenomena can be demonstrated
by means of relatively simple examples. Since humans assimilate
a considerable amount of information visually, the explanation
of human vision and its limits provides a particularly immediate
link between physical ideas and the world around the student,
helping to bring science closer to home. Students should be able
to explain a good sampling of common optical phenomena, such
as reflections in a shiny spoon, infrared photographs, and
rainbows. Understanding the relationship between the dormant
color of a glowing body and its temperature leads to the idea of
the quantum.

Electrical Phenomena Can Be Understood in Terms of the
Behavior of Electric Charge

Relevant Items: Electrons flowing and carrying information
and energy; static electricity; lightning; current, voltage, and
resistance: capacitance; battenes: electrons flowing from a hot
filament to a target: cathode-ray tubes; and overview of solid-
state eiectronicsfor example, the transistor.

Comments: The ability to understand these conceptsdevel-
oped through demonstration (often relying on very simple cir-
cuits)is of great practical value for citizens confronted with all
sorts of electrical and electronic devices. Also of value to them
are knowledge of basic computer architecture (including the
lypical components and how they are connected) and an under-
standing of the hazards of electnc currents and how to avoid
such hazards.

For Many Purposes, Matter Can Be Viewed as Being Com-
posed of Atoms and Molecules That Have Well-Defined Sizes,
Shapes, Structures, Compositions, and Energy Contents

Relevant Items: The historical .development of chemistry and
of the atomic theory, what causes the atoms of the various
elements to be different (subatomic structure), the electronic
nature of chemical bonding (why some atoms stick together
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readily and others do not), valence, types of chemical bonding
:covalent, ionic), why bonds have spatial direction, molecular
isomerism (for example, how many moiecuies have the empincal
formula C6I-1,4 and what are their structures?), atomic and mo-
lecular dimensions (compared to dimensions with which students
are familiar), and how molecular compositions and structures
are determined (use of modern analytical instrumentation, such
as infrared and ultraviolet spectrometers).

Comments: If students think in atomic and molecular terms,
:hey will be able to gain the insight that chemistry provides into
the behavior of physical systems. Systems of actual or potential
interest to the average citizen can range in size and ompiexity
from the subatomic to the universe as a whole.

Atomic Nuclei Undergo Changes
Relevant Items: Radioactivity (types, sources, methods of de-

tection, isotopes, half-lives, and biological impacts), nuclear
enercry (fission and fusion, methods of control, and conservation
of energy and matter), the transmutation of elements, and the
synthesis of new eiements.

Comments: These chances are related to the basic structure of
matter. It is essential that citizens be familiar with some manifes-
tations and effects of these changes, such as x rays, luminous
watches, nuclear magnetic resonance, nuclear power, and solar
radiation.

Energy and Matter Manifest Themselves in Many Ways,
Are Transported and Transformed, and Are Conserved

Relevant Items: Forms of energymechanical, sensible and
latent heat, electromagnetic, chemical, electrical, nuclear; the
conservation of matter and energy; the first and second laws of
thermodynamics; energy efficiency: the generation, conversion,
storage, and transport of energy, especially heat flow.

Comments: The pendulum provides a very simple demonstra-
tion of energy conversion (from kinetic to potential and vice
versa). Much of the sound reasoning in the domain of the physical
sciences that will be helpful in everyday life comes from a clear
understanding ci the budgeting and conversion of matter and
energy. Questions such as "Tell what is happening with matter
and energy when you carry a pail of water upstairs and throw
:t out the window.' can guide a student to this type of thinking.
The topic is particularly imporant as a basis not only for physics
and chemistry but also for other sciences such as biology, and
for engineering.

The Behavior of Matter Under Various Common Clrcum-
stances Is Dependent On Its Physical State Solid, Liquid, or
Gaseous)

Relevant Items: Brownian motion (for example, how do mole-
cules move around :n air and in water?): the molecular basis of
temperature and pressure (for example, when a rubber band is
stretched, why does its temperature change ?): phase transfor-
mation; simple hydrostatics; fluid pressure laws: steady flow
versus turbulence: oscillations, water waves. and sound waves;
earthquakes: and resonance.
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Comments: Examples of how :he behavior of matter :s de-
pendent on its physical state abound in everyday life. The aoiiiry
to explain that behavior in broad terms helps us. for instance, :o
better understand ourselves as fluid organisms (blood, circulation.
respiration. cell fluidity, synaptic transmission of informancn,
hormones, etc.) and our environment (air, water, arid solids).
Very simple experiments involving fluid pressure can be per-
formed using a bicycie pump or using a liquid-filled plastic tube:
phase-change expenments can be done using dry ice or a iatchen
stove; and turbulence experiments can be done using a smoke
source. Students' mathematical understanding should advance
to the point where parallels can be drawn among some of these
phenomena, as well as with phenomena in systems outside
physics (for example, oscillations in liquids and solids, and liquid
analogies to traffic flow).

Matter Undergoes Chemical Transformations (Reactions)
Whose Nature and Occurrence Are Dependent Upon the Intrinsic
Features of Atoms and Molecules and Upon the Surrounding
Environment

Relevant Items: The difference between physical and chemical
changes, strengths of chemical bonds, attractive and repulsive
chemical forces, periodicity of the elements (with respect to both
structure and properties), elementary thermodynamics (concepts
of entropy and free energy), conservation of mass in chemical
and physical changes, and why chemical phenomena are re-
producible.

Comments: The conversion of matter into cther forms is ob-
served daily by all people, but the difference between physical
and chemical changes is not commonly perceived. To compre-
hend how the world works, citizens should understand that phase
changes (physical changes, such as steam to liquid, and water
to ice) are reversible and do not bnng about fundamental
alterations in the properties of matter; on the other hand, chemical
transformations (for example, combustion) frequently are irre-
versible and lead to changes in matter at an extremely basic
level.

Chemical Transformations of Atoms and Molecules Produce
Materials Whose Properties Differ From Those of the Reactants

Relevant items: Acidlbase reactions, oxidation and reduction
(combustion, rusting, electrochemistry, and batteries), polymer-
ization, stoichiometry (the laws of chemical combination), :he
synthesis of celluloid and new materials (drugs; plastics such as
polyethylene and polyvinyl chionde; fibers such as rayon and
nylon; electronic materials; etc.), the effects of chemical change
on local and global environments (the greenhouse effect, acid
rain, and depletion of the ozone layer), chemical chances in
ring organisms. biopoiymers (polypepticies and pclysaccha-
rides), chemical raw materials (aluminum, sulfur, ar, -etro-
chemicais their uses and their extraction from natural sources),
how macroscopic properties depend on atomic and molecular
properties (why are metals shiny and why do organic dyestuffs
have various colors?), and energy storage by molecular systems
(chemical techniques for storing solar energy).
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Comments: Chemical changes =ouch: about by humans nave
producea an enormous number of new and useful synthetic
materials. Yet, the industrial production of :hese materials has
led to environmental problems. Any unknown chemical and
most chemicals are unknown :c the public) shcuid be approachea
with caution. Students could learn to penorm their own risk:
oenefit assessment of these matters in an enlightened fashion.
lake synthetic chemical changes, natural chemical transforma-
tions (defined as those not involving human intervention) may
be either beneficial (for example, life processes) or deleterious
:for example, the rusting of iron).

The Rates of Chemical Reactions Are Determined by the
Atomic and Molecular Properties of the Reactants and by the
Reaction Environment

Relevant Items: How rates are affected by bond strengths and
molecular aeometry (simple examples from oraanic chemisn- ;.
how bonds cleave, reactive intermediates (ions, free radica.s.
and other metastable species), catalysis (catalytic cracking in the
petroleum industry), chain reactions for example, hydrocarbon
autoxidanon), the effects of reaction variables (media, tempera-
:ure, and pressure) on the reaction rates, the concepts of activa-
tion energy and the activated complex, photochemistry, the
nature cf chemical equilibrium behavior. and a reiteration of the
aeneral relevance of the equilibrium concept tc various types of
systems (for example, a buffered solution, a seesaw, a lever, a
biological ecosystem, or a city).

Comments on the Teaching of Chemistry

As stressed above in Section 1, the context in which science is
taught is as crucial to learning as the curriculum itself. This is
particularly important in the case of chemistry. In the past.
science teaching in the schools has tended to focus on chemistry
per se, rather than on its pervasive influence upon many types
of phenomena that can be observed by the physical senses. As
a result, students have usually been unable to think about such
phenomena in molecular terms; that is, how the propernes of
:ndividuai molecules contribute :c the behavior of large
small systems. More specifically, most students have not been
guided to appreciate the real-world relevance of the concepts of
molecular size, shape, structure. and reactivity (for example:
How big is an atom? How many atoms and molecules are
contained in macroscopic ob)ects? How ao the size and geometry
of molecules influence their efficacy as drugs? Why is rubber an
elastic material? Why do perfumes have pleasant odors? Hcw
ao molecular composition and reactivity lead to the problem o:
acid rain?).

The aeneral public usually thinks of chemicals as being artificia.
supstances that have societal benefits :n some cases cu: are
responsible for ._inpleasant smells. ma= health prapiems
as cancer and chronic respirator diseases. and the destruction
of the environment. This stereozypeci imaae of chemistry ana
chemicals needs to be corrected by teaching (1) the pervasiveness
:f chemicals (ail matter above the subatomic level is composed
or chemicals), ;2) the need for caution in prcaucina and using
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chemical matenais, (3) the actual and potential contributions of
chemistry to the solution of existing social and environmental
problems (for example, chemical contraceptives, atmosphenc
chemical analysis, and laboratory reactivity studies pertaining
to the ozone-layer problem), and (4) the other :societal benefits of
chemistry.

EARTH. PLANETARY, AND ASTRONOMICAL SCIENCES

The earth, planetary, and astronomical sciences differ substan-
tially from such sciences as physics, chemistry, and biology in
that expenmentanon is not always possible. Continents, and the
forces that dnv..; them to collide, can hardly be created in the
laboratory. Nor can the evolution of a star be duplicated on earth.
Instead, many earth and planetary scientists and astronomers
must make use of only what they can see and record, and must
resort to generalizations, models, and analogies. Nature itself be-
comes the laboratory, and we must seek out the experiments na-
ture is running at present, observe them and generalize from them,
and then go to new places to observe nature's new experiments.

The earth and related sciences often rely on the concept of
process, by which large-scale objects interact in predictable
ways. Thus, we speak of the process of glaciation, in which ice
moves from mountain peaks and landscapes are carved. Al-
though we could try to reduce this process to the physics of atoms
of solid water moving under the influence of gravity, it is often
more useful to consider the glacier itself as an agent of erosion
that produces distinctive landforms. Understanding the process,
the -)fore, requires a different level of abstraction than does the
mastering a law of physics or chemistry. But a sound knowledge
of the underlying physics and chemistry is usually essential for
a thorough knowledge of the process. In fact, many basic concepts
in physics, chemistry, biology, and even- mathematics can be
taught within the context of the processes studied in the earth,
planetary, and astronomical sciences.

Study of the atmosphere and oceans is essential to an under-
standing the earth's surface. These fluid layers are the global
transportation networks of heat, and they create climate and
weather and serve as buffers to maintain environmental equiiib-
num (homeostasis). They are responsible for the ongin and
ultimate preservation of life on our planet. Thus, oceanography
and meteorology, the sciences that study these layers, although
relatively new, are of great importance in secondary and ele-
mentary school curricula. Therefore, we have included several
key concepts from these fields to help teachers and students. We
have chosen to arranae these concepts to proceed from the
universe to our galaxy to the solar system to the earth. Obviously,
other sequences may be preferred (for example, starting from
the earth).

Key Concepts

Our Universe Has an Enormous Number of Galaxies
Until modern times. humankind had little but myth and spec-

ulation in the way of information about things beyond the earn.
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However, we now realize that cur universe has an enormous
:,umber of galaxies, each with an enormous number of stars ci
various kinds, many cf them similar to our sun. Currently, we
believe that this universe originated 15 or so billion years ago as
an extraordinarily hot, dense mass of elementary parucieb a
mass that is still expanding and cooling. From the gases, stars
coalesce, and within their furnaces the chemical elements are
built up. Some stars explode, and from the resulting clouds new
stars and also planets coalesce.

Relevant items: The history of astronomy; Instrumentation to
study things beyond reach; energy and mass in :he universe;
hints about cosmology and its relation to particle physics; galaxies:
the varieties of stars and a glimpse of their evolution; the -ecoloay-
of galaxies; nuclear reactions; the origin and relative abundance
of the elements; and specuiauons about the formation of planetary
systems.

Comments: This topic is worth studying not only for its direct
practical value but also because it answers deeper needs, such
as to know what can be known about ultimate origins and
destinations and about the place of humanity in the cosmos. The
topic therefore calls for particular efforts to relate scientific ideas
to our highest ideals, as expressed in religion, literature, and the
arts. Along the way, space science serves as a useful way to
Introduce or review some features of physics. It is also a rich
source of understanding for the history of the scientific method.
and especially for how we study things far beyond our immediate
grasp.

The Sun Is One of the Many Stars Within the Milky Way
Galaxy; the Earth Is One of the Planets of the Sun

Our sun is one of many stars within the Milky Way galaxy, but
to reach any other star--even the one closest to the sunat
current rocket speeds would take tens of thousands of years. The
sun s energy comes from nuclear reactions deep within it; this
has been going on for several billion years and will go on for
several billion more. Most of the sun's energy flows cut as light,
but great surface explosions also affect :he space around the
sun. A number of planets and moons (and rocks, dust, and ice)
orbit within this space. They have strikingly diverse character-
istics. Only one of these bodies can readily support human life,
and it does; that is the earth.

Relevant Items: The nuclear source of solar energy and ::s
regulation; comparison with can:roiled thermonuclear fusion in
:he laboratory; the lifetime ci the sun; solar weather and the
space environment; meteorites and comets; other planets, espe-
=ally in comparison with the chemical composition, geology,
climate, etc. of the earth.

Comments: Some of the subiects :nvolved also have very
:important if indirect practical valuetor example, :he calendar
cod its impact on agriculture, navigation land at times its impact
on mathematics. chronometry. and instrumentation), havica:ion
satellites, space probes land their impact cn miniaturization),
and the understanding that life on the earth depends on a delicate
.r.:aiance between enormous forces.



The College Board's
Advanced Placement (API")

United States History
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Guide for Advanced Placement
United States History Test Coverage

1. Discovery and Settlement of the New World, 1492-1650
A. Europe in the sixteenth century
B. Spanish, English, and French exploration
C. First English settlements

1. Jamestown
2. Plymouth

D. Spanish and French settlements and long-term influence
E. Native Americans (Indians)

2. America and the British Empire, 1650-1754
A. Chesapeake country
B. Growth of New England
C. Restoration colonies
D. Mercantilism; the Dominion of New England
E. Origins of slavery

3. Colonial Society in the Mid-Eighteenth Century
A. Social structure

1. Family
2. Farm and town life; the economy

B. Culture
1. Great Awakening
2. The American mind
3. "Folkways"

C. New immigrants
4. Road to Revolution, 1754-1775

A. Anglo-French rivalries and Seven Years' War
B. Imperial reorganization of 1763

1. Stamp Act
2. Declaratory Act
3. Townshend Acts
4. Boston Tea Party

C. Philosophy of the American Revolution
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5. The American Revolution. 1775-1783
A. Continental Congress
B. Declaration of Independence
C. The war

1. French alliance
2. War and society; Loyalists
3. War economy

D. Articles of Confederation
E. Peace of Paris
F. Creating state governments

1. Political organization
2. Social reform: women, slavery

6. Constitution and New Republic, 1776-1800
A. Philadelphia Convention: drafting the Constitution
B. Federalists versus Anti-Federalists
C. Bill of Rights
D. Washington's presidency

1. Hamilton's financial program
2. Foreign and domestic difficulties
3. Beginnings of political parties

E. John Adams' presidency
1. Alien and Sedition Acts
2. XYZ affair
3. Election of 1800

7. The Age of Jefferson, 1800-1816
A. Jefferson's presidency

1. Louisiana Purchase
2. Burr conspiracy
3. The Supreme Court under John Marshall
4. Neutral rights. impressment. embargo

B. Madison
C. War of 1812

1. Causes
2. Invasion of Canada
3. Hartford Convention
4. Conduct of the war
.5. Treaty of Ghent
6. New Orleans
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8. Nationalism and Economic Expansion
A. James Monroe; Era of Good Feelings
B. Panic of 1819
C. Settlement of the West
D. Missouri Compromise
E. Foreign affairs: Canada, Florida, the Monroe Doctrine
F. Election of 1824: End of Virginia dynasty
G. Economic revolution

1. Early railroads and canals
2. Expansion of business

a. Beginnings of factory system
b. Early labor movement; women
c. Social mobility; extremes of wealth

3. The cotton revolution in the South
4. Commercial agriculture

9. Sectionalism
A. The South

1. Cotton Kingdom
2. Southern trade and industry
3. Southern society and culture

a. Gradations of white society
b. Nature of slavery: "peculiar institution"
c. The mind of the South

B. The North
1. Northeast industry

a. Labor
b. Immigration
c. Urban slums

2. Northwest agriculture
C. Westward expansion

1. Advance of agricultural frontier
2. Significance of the frontier
3. Life on the frontier; squatters
4. Removal of the Native Americans (Indians)

rx.
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10. Age of Jackson. 1828-1848
A. Democracy and the "common man"

1. Expansion of suffra.:)-e
2. Rotation in office

B. Second party system
1. Democratic Party
2. Whig Party

C. Internal improvements and states' rights:
the Maysville Road veto

D. Thr, Nullification Crisis
1. Tariff issue
2. The Union: Calhoun and Jackson

E. The Bank War: Jackson and Biddle
F. Martin Van Buren

1. Independent treasury system
2. Panic of 1837

11. Territorial Expansion and Sectional Crisis
A. Manifest Destiny and mission
B. Texas annexation, the Oregon boundary, and California
C. James K. Polk and the Mexican War; slavery and

the Wilmot Proviso
D. Later expansionist efforts

12. Creating an American Culture
A. Cultural nationalism
B. Educational reform/professionalism
C. Religion; revivalism
D. Utopian experiments: Mormons, Oneida Community
E. Transcendentalists
F. National literature. art. architecture
G. Reform crusades

1. Feminism; roles of women in the nineteenth century
2. Abolitionism
3. Temperance
4. Criminals and the insane



13. The 1850s: Decade of Crisis
A. Compromise of 1850
B. Fugitive Slave Act and Uncle Tom's Cabin
C. Kansas-Nebraska Act and realignment of parties

1. Demise of the Whig Party
2. Emergence of the Republican Party

D. Dred Scott decision and Lecompton crisis
E. Lincoln-Douglas debates, 1858
F. John Brown's raid
G. The election of 1860: Abraham Lincoln
H. The secession crisis

14. Civil War
A. The Union

1. Mobilization and finance
2. Civil liberties
3. Election of 1864

B. The South
1. Confederate constitution
2. Mobilization and finance
3. States' rights and the Confederacy

C. Foreign affairs zr_nd diplomacy
D. Military strategy, campaigns. and battles
E. The abolition of slavery

1. Confiscation Acts
2. Emancipation Proclamation
:3. Freedmen's 3ureau
4. Thirteenth Amendment

F. Effects of war on society
1. Inflation and public debt
2. Role of women
3. Devastation of the South
4. Changing .abor patterns

REST COPY AVAILABLE
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15. Reconstruction to 1877
A. Presidential plans: Lincoln and Johnson
B. Radical (congressional) plans

1. Civil rights and the Fourteenth Amendment
2. Military reconstruction
3. Impeachment of Johnson
4. Black suffrage: the Fifteenth Amendment

C. Southern state governments: problems, achievements.
weaknesses

D. Compromise of 1877 and the end of Reconstruction

16. New South and the Last West
A. Politics in the New South

1. The Redeemers
2. White and black Americans in the New South
3. Subordination of freedmen: Jim Crow

B. Southern economy; colonial status of the South
1. Sharecropping
2. Industrial stirrings

C. Cattle kingdom
1. Open-range ranching
2. Day of the cowboy

D. Building the Western railroad
E. Subordination of the Native American (Indian): dispersal

of tribes
F. Farming the plains; problems in agriculture
G. Mining bonanza

3 L)
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17. Industrialization and Corporate Consolidation
A. Industrial growth: railroads, iron. coal, electricity, steel,

oil, banks
B. Laissez-faire conservatism

1. Gospel of Wealth
2. Myth of self-made man
3. Social Darwinism; survival of the fittest
4. Social critics and dissenters

C. Effects of technological development on worker/work-
place

D. Union movement
1. Knights of Labor and American Federation of Labor
2. Haymarket, Homestead, and Pullman

18. Urban Society
A. Lure of the city
B. Immigration
C. City problems

1. Slums
2. Machine politics

D. Awakening conscience; reforms
1. Social legislation
2. Settlement houses: Jane Addams and Lillian Wald
3. Structural reforms in government

19. Intellectual and Cultural Movements
A. Education

1. Colleges and universities
2. Scientific advances

B. Professionalism and the social sciences
C. Realism in literature and art
D. Mass culture

1. Use of leisure
2. Publishing and journalism
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20. National Politics. 1877-1896: The Gilded Age
A. A conservative presidency
B. Issues

1. Tariff controversy
2. Railroad regulation
3. Trusts

C. Agrarian discontent
D. Crisis of 1890s

1. Populism
2. Silver question
3. Election of 1896: McKinley versus Bryan

Foreign Policy, 1865-1914
A. Seward and purchase of Alaska
B. The new imperialism

1. Blaine and Latin America
2. International Darwinism: missionaries, politicians,

and naval expansionists
3. Spanish-American War

a. Cuban independence
b. Debate on Philippines

C. The Far East: John Hay and the Open Door
D. Theodore RooSevelt

1. The Panama Canal
2. Roosevelt Corollary
3. Far East

E. Taft and Dollar Diplomacy
F. Wilson and Moral Diplomacy

21.
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Progressive Era
A. Origins of Progressivism

1. Progressive attitudes and motives
2. Muckrakers
3. Social Gospel

B. Municipal, state. and national reforms
1. Political: suffrage
2. Social and economic: regulation

C. Socialism: alternatives
D. Black America

1. Washington. Du Bois, and Garvey
2. Urban migration
3. Civil rights organizations

E. Women's role: family, work, education. unionization, and
suffrage

F. Roosevelt's Square Deal
1. Managing the trusts
2. Conservation

G. Taft
1. Pinchot-Ballinger controversy
2. Payne-Aldrich Tariff

H. Wilson's New Freedom
1. Tariffs
2. Banking reform
3. Anti-Trust Act of 1914
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23. The First World War
A. Problems of neutrality

1. Submarines
2. Economic ties
3. Psychological and ethnic ties

B. Preparedness and pacifism
C. Mobilization

1. Fighting the war
2. Financing the war
3. War boards
4. Propaganda, public opinion, civil liberties

D. Wilson's Fourteen Points
1. Treaty of Versailles
2. Ratification fight

E. Postwar demobilization
1. Red scare
2. Labor strife

24. New Era: The 1920s
A. Republican governments

1. Business creed
2. Harding scandals

B. Economic development
1. Prosperity and wealth
2. Farm and labor problems

C. New culture
1. Consumerism: automobile. radio, movies
2. Women. the family
3. Modern religion
4. Literature of alienation
5. Jazz age
6. Harlem Renaissance

D. Conflict of cultures
1. Prohibition. bootlegging
2. Nativism
3. Ku Klux Klan
4. Religious fundamentalism versus modernists

E. Myth of isolation
1. Replacing the League of Nations
2. Business and diplomacy

6
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25. Depression. 1929-1933
A. Wzil Street crash
B. a pression economy
C. Moods of despair

1. Agrarian unrest
2. Bonus march

D. Hoover-Stimson diplomacy; Japan
26. New Deal

A. Franklin D. Roosevelt
1. Background. ideas
a. Philosophy of New Deal

B. 100 Days; "alphabet agencies"
C. Second New Deal
D. Critics, left and right
E. Rise of CIO; labor strikes
F. Supreme Court fight
G. Recession of 1938
H. American people in the Depression

1. Social values, women, ethnic groups
2. Indian Reorganization Act
3. Mexican-American deportation
4. The racial issue

27. Diplomacy in the 1930s
A. Good Neighbor Policy: Montevideo, Buenos Aires
B. London Economic Conference
C. Disarmament
D. Isolationism: neutrality legislation
E. Aggressors: Japan. Italy, and Germany
F. Appeasement
G. Rearmament; Blitzkrieg; Lend-Lease
H. Atlantic Charter
I. Pearl Harbor
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98. The Second World War
A. Organizing for war

1. Mobilizing production
2. Propaganda
:3. Internment of Japanese-Americans

B. The war in Europe. Africa. and the Mediterranean:
D Day

C. The war in the Pacific: Hiroshima. Nagasaki
D. Diplomacy

1. War aims
2. War-time conferences: Teheran. Yalta. Potsdam

E. Postwar atmosphere; the United Nations

29. Truman and the Cold War
A. Postwar domestic adjustments
B. The Taft-Hartley Act
C. Civil rights and the election of 1948
D. Containment in Europe and the Middle East

1. Truman Doctrine
2. Marshall Plan
:3. Berlin crisis
4. NATO

E. Revolution in China
F. Limited war: Korea. MacArthur

6
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30. Eisenhower and Modern Republicanism
A. Domestic frustrations; McCarthyism
B. Civil rights movement

1. The Warren Court and Brown v. Board or Education
2. Montgomery bus boycott
3. Greensboro sit-in

C. John Foster Dulles's foreign policy
1. Crisis in Southeast Asia
2. Massive retaliation
3. Nationalism in Southeast Asia. the Middle East, Latin

America
4. Khrushchev and Berlin

D. American People: homogenized society
1. Prosperity: economic consolidati
2. Consumer culture
3. Consensus of values

E. Space race
31. Kennedy's New Frontier; Johnson's Great Society

A. New domestic programs
1. Tax cut
2. War on poverty
3. Affirmative action

B. Civil rights and civil liberties
1. Black Americans: political, cultural, and economic

roles
2. The leadership of Martin Luther King, Jr.
3. Resurgence of feminism
4. The New Left and the Counterculture
5. Emergence of the Republican party in the South
6. The Supreme Court and the Miranda decision

C. Foreign Policy
1. Bay of Pigs
2. Cuban missile crisis
3. Vietnam quagmire
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32. Nixon
A. Election of 1968
B. NixonKissinger foreign policy

1. Vietnam: escalation and pullout
2. China: restoring relations
3. Soviet Union: detente

C. New Federalism
D. Supreme Court and Roe v. Wade
E. Watergate crisis and resignation

33. The United States since 1974
A. The New Right and the conservative social agenda
B. Ford and Rockefeller
C. Carter

1. Deregulation
2. Energy and inflation
3. Camp David accords
4. Iranian hostage crisis

D. Reagan
1. Tax cuts and budget deficits
2. Defense buildup
3. New disarmament treaties
4. Foreign crises: the Persian Gulf and Central America

E. Society
1. Old and new urban problems
2. Asian and Hispanic immigrants
3. Resurgent fundamentalism
4. Black Americans and local. state, and national politics

In addition to exposing students to the historical content listed
above, an Advanced Placement course should also train students
to analyze and interpret primary sources. including documentary
material, maps, statistical tables, and pictorial and graphic evi-
dence of historical events. Students should learn to take notes
from both printed materials and lectures or discussions, write
essay examinations, and write analytical and research papers.
They should be able to express themselves with clarity and pre-
cision and know how to cite sources and credit the phrases and
ideas of others.
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Following are questions of the kind appearing in the multiple-
choice seaion of the examination. As a group. they reflect the
proportionate emphases found in the examination in relation to
types of history (i.e.. political. social. economic. intellectual, and
diplomatic) and to chronological periods. The distribution of ques-
tion difficulties also approximates that on the examination. An
answer key to multiple-choice questions can be found on page 75.
Directions: Each of the questions or incomplete statements is
followed by five suggested answers or completions. Select the one
that is best in each case.

1. Brown v. Board of Education of Topeka was a Supreme Court
decision that
(A) was a forerunner of the Kansas-Nebraska Act
(B) established free public colleges in the United States
(c) declared racially segregated public schools inherently

unequal
(D) established free public elementary and secondary

schools in the United States
( E) provided for federal support of parochial schools

The issue of constitutionality figured most prominently in
the consideration of which of the following?
(A) Tariff of 1789
is) First Bank of the United States
(C) Funding of the national debt
(D) Assumption of state debts
(E) Excise tax on whisky

The presidential election of 1840 is often considered the first
"modern" election because
(A) the slavery issue was first raised in this campaizn
(B) there was a very low turnout of eligible voters
(c) voting patterns were similar to those later established

in the 1890s
D) both parties for the first time widely campaigned among

all the eligible voters
1E) a second era of good feeling had .just come to a ciose.

marking a new departure in politics

BEST COPY =LAUF
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4. Which of the following sources would be useful in studying
social mobility and stratification?

I. Manuscript census returns
II. Election returns

III. The President's executive orders
IV. City directories
V. Tax records

(A) I and IV only
(B) I. IV, and V only
(c) II, III, and V only
(D) II, III, IV, and V only
(E) I, II, III, IV, and V

5. At the end of the Civil War, the vast majority of freed slaves
found work as
(Al factory workers
(i3) railroad employees
(c) independent artisans
(D) tenant farmers
(E) domestic servants

6. Which of the following was the LEAST important considera-
tion in the United States decision to drop atomic bombs on
Japan in August 1945?
(A) Dropping the bombs would give a new and powerful ar-

gument to the Japanese government to cease fighting.
(B) Dropping the bombs would presumably shorten the war

and therefore save the lives of American soldiers that
would be lost in an invasion of the Japanese homeland.

(C) Scientists could propose no acceptable technical demon-
stration of the atomic bomb likely to convince Japan that
further fighting was futile.

(D) Scientists wished to demonstrate to Congress that the
S2 billion spent. after long debate, on the six-year Man-
hattan Project had not been wasted.

(E) The President and the State Department hoped to end
the war in the Far East without Soviet assistance.
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Questions 7-8 refer to the following cartoon.
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7. According to the cartoon above, allowing the Southern states
to leave the Union would cause
(A) the North to be threatened by internal dissension
(B) the Democratic party to collapse
(c) the Southern states to be dominated by European pow-

ers
(D) the Confederacy to expand into Latin America
(E) President Buchanan to be impeached and removed

8. The best evidence to support the cartoonist's contention that
Hickory (Jackson) would have acted to stop secession was
Jackson's earlier reaction to the
(A) election of John Quincy Adams to the presidency
(B) Spanish and Native American (Indian) border attacks on

Florida
(c) South Carolina Nullification Ordinance
(D) requests for annexation of Texas
(E) Maysville Road Bill
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9. The 1848 women's rights convention in Seneca Falls, New
York. was a protest against
(A) the use of women workers in textile factories
(B) the abuse of slave women on Southern plantations
(c) the failure of the Democratic party to endorse the Wom-

en's Suffrage Amendment
(n) customs and laws that gave women a status inferior to

that of men
(E) state restrictions that prevented women from joining

labor unions

10. In his interpretation of the historical development of the
United States. Frederick Jackson Turner focused on the im-
portance of
(A) the traditions of Western European culture
(B) the absence of a-feudal aristocracy
(c) black people and black slavery
(n) the conflict between capitalists and workers
(E) the existence of cheap unsettled land

11. Many Mexicans migrated to the United States during the
First World War because
(A) revolution in Mexico had caused social upheaval and dis-

location
(B) immigration quotas for Europeans went unfilled as a

result of the war
(C) the war in Europe had disrupted the Mexican economy
(n) American Progressives generally held liberal views on

the issue of racial assimilation
(E) the United States government recruited Mexican work-

ers to accelerate the settlement of the Southwest
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Free-Response Questions

The free-response section of the examination consists of two
parts. Part A includes a document-based essay question which
must be answered by 411 candidates. Part B includes five standard
essay questions on the period from the first colonial settlements
to the present, from which candidates must choose one. The fol-
lowing are sample questions.

Part A: Document-Based Essay Question (oea)
Directions: The following question requires you to construct a
coherent essay that integrates your interpretation of Documents
AI and your knowledge of the period referred to in the question.
High scores will be earned only by essays that both cite key pieces
of evidence from the documents and draw on your knowledge of
the period.

The 1920s were a period of tension between new and changing
attitudes on the one hand and traditional values and nostal-
gia on the other. What led to the tension between old and new
AND in what ways was the tension manifested?

Document A

Just as he was an Elk, a Booster, and a member of the Chamber
of Commerce, just as the priests of the Presbyterian Church de-
termined his every religious belief and the senators who con-
trolled the Republican Party decided in little smoky rooms in
Washington what he should think about disarmament, tariff, and
Germany, so did the large national advertisers fix the surface of
his life, fix what he believed to be his individuality. These stan-
dard advertised warestoothpastes, socks, tires, cameras, in-
stantaneous hot-water heaterswere his symbols and proofs of
excellence; at first the signs, then the substitutes, for joy and
passion and wisdom.

Source: Sinclair Lewis. Babbitt. 1922
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Document C

Mr. Darrow:

Mr. Bryan:

Mr. Darrow:

Mr. Bryan:

Mr. Darrow:

Mr. Bryan:

Mr. Darrow:

Mr. Bryan:

Mr. Darrow:

United States History

Do you claim that everything in the Bible should
be literally interpreted?

I believe everything in the Bible should be ac-
cepted as it is given there; some of the Bible is
given illustratively. For instance: "Ye are the salt
of the earth." I would not insist that man was
actually salt, or he had flesh of salt, but it is used
in the sense of salt as saving God's people.

But when you read that Jonah swallowed the
whaleor that the whale swallowed Jonahex-
cuse me pleasehow do you literally interpret
that? ...
One miracle is just as easy to believe as an-
other.....
Perfectly easy to believe that Jonah swallowed
the whale? ...

Your honor. I think I can shorten this testimony.
The only purpose Mr. Darrow has is to slur at the
Bible, but I will answer his question. I will answer
it all at once, and I have no objection in the world.
I want the world to know that this man. who does
not believe in God, is trying to use a court in Ten-
nessee
I object to that

(Continuing) to slur at it. and while it will require
time, I am willing to take it.

I object to your statement. I am examining you
on your fool ideas that no intelligent Christian on
earth believes.

Source: The ii:orld's Most Famous Trial: Tennessee Evolution Case. 1925

7
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Document D

We are a movement of the plain people. very weak in the matter
of culture, intellectual support. and trained leadership. We are
demanding, and we expect to win, a return of power into the hands
of the everyday, not highly cultured, not overly intellectualized.
but entirely unspoiled and not de-Americanized, average citizen
of the old stock. Our members and leaders are all of this class
the opposition of the intellectuals and liberals who held the lead-
ership, betrayed Americanism, and from whom we expect to wrest
control, is almost automatic.

This is undoubtedly a weakness. It lays us open to the charge
of being "hicks" and "rubes" and "drivers of second-hand Fords."
We admit it. Far worse, it makes it hard for us to state our case
and advocate our crusade in the most effective way, for most of
us lack skill in language.

The Klan, therefore, has now come to speak for the great mass
of Americans of the old pioneer stock. We believe that it does fairly
and faithfully represent them, and our proof lies in their support.
To understand the Klan, then, it is necessary to understand the
character and present mind of the mass of old-stock Americans.
The mass, it must be remembered, as distinguished from the in-
tellectually mongrelized "Liberals."

These are, in the first place. a blend of various peoples of the
so-called Nordic race, the race which, with all its faults. has given
the world almost the whole of modern civilization. The Klan does
not try to represent any people but these.

Source: Hiram Wesley Evans. "The Klan's Fight for Americanism." The
North American Recieze. March 1926
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Document E

Jazz to me is one of the inherent expressions of Negro life in
America: the eternal tom-tom beating in the Negro soulthe torn-
torn of revolt against weariness in a white world, a world of sub-
way trains, and work, work, work; the tom-tom of joy and laugh-
ter, and pain swallowed in a smile. Yet the Philadelphia club-
woman ... turns up her nose at jazz and all its manifestations
likewise almost anything else distinctly racial.... She wants the
artist to flatter her, to make the white world believe that all
Negroes are as smug and as near white in soul as she wants to
be. But, to my mind, it is the duty of the younger Negro art-
ist ... to change through the force of his art that old whispering
"I want to be white." hidden in the aspirations of his people, to
"Why should I want to be white? I am Negroand beautiful."

Source: Langston Hughes. "The Negro Artist and the Racial Mountain."
The Nation. 1926

Document F

When, because of what we believe him to be, we gave Lindbergh
the greatest ovation in history, we convicted ourselves of having
told a lie about ourselves. For we proved that the "things of good
report" are the same today as they were nineteen hundred years
ago.

We shouted ourselves hoarse. Not because a man had flown
across the Atlantic! Not even because he was an American! But
because he was as clean in character as he was strong and fine in
body; because he put "ethics" above any desire for wealth; be-
cause he was as modest as he was courageous: and becauseas
we now know. beyond any shadow of doubtthese are the things
which we honor most in life.

To have shown us this truth about ourselves is the biggest thing
that Lindbergh has done.

Source: Mary B. Mullett. "The Biggest Thing That Lindbergh Has Done."
The American Magazine. October. 1927
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Document G

Be it resolved, that the National W.C.T.U. [Women's Christian
Temperance Union] encourages further scientific research into
the effects of nicotine and urges all public and private school
teachers and Sunday school workers. both by precept and exam-
ple, to assist in an educational campaign to make these effects
known with a view to instructing the youth as to the well-proven
facts of science; and

Be it further resolved, that the national W.C.T.U. brands as
untrue the charge made by the Association Opposed to National
Prohibition that we are engaged in a secret campaign for an
amendment to the Constitution prohibiting tobacco... .

[Mrs. Ella A. Boole, President of the New York State organization
says:]

"We are working on this question from a scientific standpoint and
from an educational standpoint. After all, the duty of motherhood
is still relegated to the women of the nation. Just as long as that
is true we must protect the coming generation by teaching the
present one the effects of the habit of smoking on the unborn. . .

Source: "Women Smokers." The New York Times. February 29. 1928
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United States History

MARRIAGE AND DIVORCE. 1890-1930
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Document I

... Sister substituted the Gospel of Love for the Gospel of Fear.
This doctrine was as strange in Southern California as it is else-
where in Christendom....

Sister substituted the cheerfulness of the playroom for the
gloom of the morgue. She threw out the dirges and threats of Hell.
replacing them with j azz hymns and promises of Glory. The gospel
she created was and is an ideal bed-time story. It has a pretty
color. a sweet taste. and is easy.

Mrs. McPherson describes the Holy City literallythe jewelled
wails, pearly gates. golden streets. milk and honey. She says she
is not sureshe is not sure, mind youbut she has a pretty good
idea that Heaven will resemble a cross between Pasadena. Cali-
fornia. and Washington. D.C. That will give an idea of what may
be expected at Angelus Temple. The atmosphere bubbles over
with love, joy, enthusiasm; the Temple is full of flowers, music.
golden trumpets. red robes. angels. incense, nonsense and sex
appeal. The service may be described as supernatural whoopee.

Source: Morrow Mayo. "Aimee Rises from the Sea," The Neu. Republic.

December 25, 1929

End of Docunzents for Question 1.

F-
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Part B: Standard Essay Questions
Direction.: You are to answerONE of the following five questions.
Carefully choose the question that you are best prepared to an-
swer. Cite relevant historical evidence in support of your gener-
alizations and present your arguments clearly and logically. When
you finish writing, check your work if time permits. Make certain
to number your answer as the question is numbered below. Please
write your answers with a pen.

1. "Despite the view of some historians that the conflict be-
tween Great Britain and its thirteen North American colo-
nies was economic in origin, in fact the American Revolution
had its roots in politics and other areas of American life."

Assess the validity of this statement.

In the first half of the nineteenth century, the American
cultural and intellectual community contributed to the de-
velopment of a distinctive American national consciousness.

Assess the validity of this statement.

"Both the Mexican War and the Spanish-American War were
premeditated affairs resulting from deliberately calculated
schemes of robbery on the part of a superior power against
weak and defenseless neighbors."

Assess the validity of this statement.

4. Andrew r egie has been viewed by some historians as the
"prime esentative of the industrial age" and by others
as "an industrial leader atypical of the period."

Assess the validity of each of these views.
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5. "Reform movements of the twentieth century have shown
continuity in their goals and strategies."

Assess the validity of this statement for ONE of the following
pairs of reform movements.

Progressivism and the New Deai

Woman's suffrage and post-Second World War Feminism

The New Deal and the Great Society
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The Science Objectives for the 1972-73 Science Assessment
of the National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP)
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1. Know that laws (principles) of science and technology apply to the
solution of problems relating to human welfare. Examples of such

problems are conservation of natural resources, environmental pollu-

tion, food supply, highway safety, population control, and radiation

and fallout.

2. Recognize how scientific knowledge can develop.

For example. recognizes that scientific knowledge can develop both
inductively (by observation and experiment and the interpretation
of the observations and experimental results) and deductively (by
predictions n-i,ie from existing theories); recognizes that observa-
tions and experiments are subject to critical examination, replica-
tion, and human error: recognizes that science is both a means and

an end.

Age 9 Begins to recognize that science is essentially a search for
understanding of the natural world and that it must con-
tinually relate If to observations of that world: recog-
nizes the need fu, plication in both observations and ex-
periments.

Age 13 Recognizes the need for making relevant, controlled, and
accurate observations of natural phenomena under investi-
gation.

Age 17 Recognizes that science observations and experiments must
be directed intelligently and proceed within a logical theo-
retical framework; recognizes that the scientific approach
enables one to make sense out of experimental data and to
organize it into a comprehensible body of knowledge.

Adult Recognizes that the process of science continually requires
a return to the natural phenomenon under investigation for
further observations and experiments: recognizes that no
natural phenomenon is so completely understood that it is
beyond the province of further observation and experimen-
tation.

3. Know that pure science is a search for basic knowledge and that
applied science (technology) is a search for uses of knowledge.

Age 9 None.
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Age 13 Knows that some research is conducted to develop practical
uses for new or old materials; knows that new basic know-
ledge can come from any research.

Age 17 Identifies scientific projects in current news items as pro-
and jects in pure science or in applied science.

Adult

4. Know some of the historical aspects of the sciences and technology.

a. Identifies important living and nonliving scientists with their con-
tributions.

b. Knows that scientific and technological developments depend on
the prevailing cultural, economic, social, and political conditions.

c. Knows that the events of history have contributed to the scienti-
fic enterprise.

d. Recognizes the historical sequence of some of the major scienti-
fic events; recognizes the cumulative nature of history and of
knowledge in science.

5. Recognize that most questions are amenable to inquiry by scientific
methods.

Age 9 Recognizes that questions differ in complexity.

Age 13 Recognizes that some questions are much more difficult to
investigate than others by scientific methods.

Age 17 Recognizes that some topics for scientific inquiry are more
feasible than others and that considerations such as time.
urgency, and resources lead to scientific inquiry in some
areas but not in others: recognizes that some topics do not
qualify as subject matter for science (that is, that for some
topics, observations and experiments cannot be made or the
results of some observations and experiments are a function
of the individual investigator).

Adult Recognizes that religious and social issues are involved in
some areas of scientific and technological endeavor: knows
that the public interest in. concern about. and moral and
material support of scientific inquiry differ greatly depend-
ing on the urgency, practicality, and relevance of the in-
quiry.
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b. Recognize that measurement is an important feature of science.

For example. recognizes that the formulation and establishment of
laws (principles) are facilitated through the development of quanti-
tative distinctions: recognizes that measurements are approximate
by nature and are progressively inclusive and precise.'

Age 9 Knows that quantitative measurements of natural pheno-
mena can be made.

Age 13 Knows that quantitative measurements provide clearer and
more precise representations of natural phenomena than do
qualitative descriptions.

Age 17 Knows that quantitative measurements. when feasible. pro-
vide the basis for description, hypothesis testing. and pre-
diction: identifies mathematics and statistics as valuable
tools for deriving information from quantitative data:
knows that all data are not equally precise.

Ad% It Knows the importance of quantitative measurement in
scientific inquiry: recognizes that all measurement is ap-
proximate.

7. Recognize that science is not. and probably never will be. a finished
enterprise.=

Age 9 Knows that man has always had questions of a scientific
nature to explore.

Age 13 Knows that scientific ideas are subject to change and that
scientists search continually for the answers to questions.

Age 17 Knows that man continually modifies theories and laws
(principles) based on new information. and that scientific
theories evolve and are subject to change over a period of
time.

National Science Teachers Association. Theory Into Action. Washington.
D. C.: VISTA. 1964.

National Science Teachers Association. ,L) tir
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Adult Knows that science is always in a state of change and that
as new information and technical skills are developed. our
present-day scientific knowiege is refined to a greater de-
gree.

8. Have accurate perceptions about scientists as people.

a. Perceives what scientists are like as people: perceives that their
lives and personalities are similar to those of other people and as
varied as those of other people.

b. Perceives the role of scientists as that of uncovering and develop-
ing knowledge: knows that there are limitations on what scien-
tists can do: has realistic perceptions of the abilities and power
of scientists.

c. Recognizes the nature of the training and/or expenence (some-
times extensive) needed by scientists and technologists.

II. UNDERSTAND AND APPLY THE FUNDAMENTAL AS-
PECTS OF SCIENCE IN A WIDE RANGE OF PROBLEM
SITUATIONS

To "understand" is to be able to explain in one's own words. to recog-
nize when stated in phraseology different from that in the textbook. to
interpret (such as in interpreting tables or graphs of data). and to draw
inferences from. To "apply" is to make actual use of previously acquired
knowledge. One must have knowledge and understand that knowledge
before it can be applied.

E. Understand and apply the scientific enterprise.

Have a valid understanding of the scientific enterprise and give evi-
dence of that understanding in one's behavior. Make enlightened use
of this understanding of the scientific enterprise.

For example. use this understanding in attempting to interpret every-
day occurrences. in guiding daily activity. in personal decision mak-
ing. and in attacking the problems of society as a whole.

1. Have enlightened understanding of the social and economic con-
sequences of the scientific enterprise.
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For example. understands the impact of science and technology on

society and the impact of society on science and technology: is

aware of the ethics that control the scientist and his work: per-

ceives both the advantages and the dangers of scientific and tech-
nological proposals and developments: applies an understanding of
the scientific enterprise in evaluating. judging. and working to solve

problems relating to human welfare. such as conservation of natural
resources, environmental pollution. food supply. highway safety.
population control, and radiation and fallout.

2. Make appropriate generalizations about the development of scien-

tific knowledge.

For examro 'erstands that laws (principles) can come about

by gent.. ..uon from observations or by deduction from
theories: ..aderstands that theones can come about by generaliza-

tion from laws (principles).

Age 9 Describes the meaning of the definition of science as es-
sentially a search for knowledge: explains the purpose of
observations in this search: describes the need for replica-

tion in both observations and experiments.

Age 13 Describes the need for relevant. controlled. and accurate
observations of natural phenomena under investigation.

Age 17 Understands that science depends on relevant and accur-
ate observations and experiments. and that these obser-
vations and experiments must be directed intelligently and
proceed within a logical theoretical framework: under-

stands that the scientific approach enables one to make

sense out of experimental data and to organize it into a
comprehensible body of knowledge; realizes that scientific

knowledge is tentative in nature.

Adult Understands that the process of science continually re-
quires a return to the natural phenomenon under inves-

tigation for further observations and experiments: compre-
hends that no natural phenomenon is so completely
understood that it is beyond the province of further obser-

vation and experimentation.

3 Distinguish between pure science and applied science ( technology ).

A-qe 9 None.
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Age 13 Begins to distinguish between research for basic know-
ledge and research for practical uses. For example. given a
list of familiar research topics. distinguishes between those
which are pure science and those which are technology;
realizes that relatively few scientists discover new informa-
tion but that many technologists develop the conse-
quences of this information.

Age 17 Cites examples of projects which could be considered as
and pure science and projects which could be considered as

Adult technology; describes research mentioned in current news
items as basic research or as applied research.

4. Use historical information about the sciences to understand pre-
sent-day science and technology. An example of such historical
perspective is the following: although Newton delineated the
scientific principles of putting a satellite into orbit 300 years ago.
it has taken much of the time since then to develop the technology
to do so.

5. Understand that most questions are amenable to inquiry by scien-
tific methods.

Age 9 Orders questions that differ in complexity.

Age 13 Describes why some questions are much more difficult to
investigate than others by scientific methods.

Age 17 Describes why some topics for scientific inquiry are more
feasible than others and how considerations such as time.
urgency, and resources lead to scientific inquiry in some
areas but not in others: explains that some topics do not
qualify as subject matter for science: (that is. that for
some topics observations and experiments cannot be made
or the results of some observations and experiments are a
function of the individual investigator).

Adult Describes the religious and social problems involved in
some areas of scientific and technological endeavor: under-
stands that the public interest in. concern about. and
moral and material support of scientifc inquiry differ
greatly depending on the urgency. practicality. and rele-
vance of the inquiry.
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6. Understand that measurement is an important feature of science.

For example. understands that the formulation and establishment
of laws (principles) are facilitated through the development of
quantitative distinctions: understands that measurements are ap-
proximate by nature and are progressively inclusive and precise. 3

Age 9 Understands that auantitative measurements of natural
phenomena can be made.

Age 13 Describes how quantitative measurements provide clearer
and more precise representations of natural phenomena
than do qualitative descriptions.

Age 17 Explains or demonstrates that quantitative measurements.
when feasible. provide the basis for description, hypo-
thesis testing, and prediction: explains that mathematics
and statistics provide valuable tools for deriving informa-
tion from quantitative data: explains that all data are not
equally precise.

Adult Understands that measurement is important in scientific
inquiry and that all measurement is approximate and
varies in precision and accuracy.

7. Understand that science is not, and probably never will be. a
finished enterprise.4

Age 9 Understands that man has always had questions of a scien-
tific nature to explore.

Age 13 Understands that scientific ideas are subject to change and
that scientists search continually for the answers to ques-
tions.

Age 17 Understands that man continually modifies theories and
laws (principles) based on new information. and that
scientific theories evolve and are subject to change over a
period of tune.

3National Scienc,! Teachers Association. -D. cit.

4 National Science Teachers Association. .n
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Adult Understands that science is always in a state of change and
that as new information and technical skills are developed.
our present-day scientific knowledge is refined to a greater
degree.

8. Interacts with scientists as with any other people. without the
unrealistic expectations. fears, or reverence which would follow
from categorization and stereotyping.

III. APPRECIATE THE KNOW LELGE AND PROCESSES OF
SCIENCE. THE CONSEQUENCES AND LIMITATIONS
OF SCIENCE. AND THE PERSONAL .4ND SOCIAL
RELEVANCE OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY IN
OUR SOCIETY

To "appreciate" is to value objects. ideas, and processes. Appreciation
is expressed behaviorally in willingness to attend, to give up resources
for, to take a stand in favor of, etc. One must "know about" in order
to appreciate, although he need not necessarily "understand."

C. Appreciate the scientific enterprise.

Have one's value system affected by his understanding of the
scientific enterprise. Appreciate the need for, and value, the activi-
ties and products of science.

1. Appreciate the nature of the scientific enterprise. especially
seeing its emphasis on reason and its opposition to mystical
explanation as profoundly shaping the history of western civili-
zation.

For example. appreciates the distinction between science and
superstitions or misconceptions and develops reliance on the
former: possesses scientific attitudes such as the following
(which may be formed relatively early in intellectual develop-
ment):

a. skepticism of mystical explanations ( for example. horo-
scopes).

b. preference for and confidence in scientific explanations.
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c. faith in the possibility of solving. problems.

3. desire for experimental testing.

e. delight in the richer, more exciting view of the world gener-
ated by science education.

2. Appreciate the interrelationships within the various branches of
science and between science and other disciplines ( including the

humanities).

For example. perceives mathematics as the language of science.
Enjoys the personal discovery of such relationships.

3. Appreciate the interrelationships between pure and applied
science.

For example. values both pure and applied science. aware of their
different roles.

4. Appreciate scientists: acknowledge the role of scientists in work-
ing for solutions to present-day problems: acknowledge the re-
spected place of various scientists esteemed throughout history.
Believe scientists are valuable people.

5. Show appreciation of and interest in scientific activities.

For example. engages in science-related leisure-time activities
commensurate with own age level. the activities being somewhat
independent of school or job requirements (that is. these self-
initiated activities may or may not have been stimulated or sup-
pressed by the school or job): remains educable in science.

Age 9 Shows a desire for inquiring about matters such as trans-
portation. construction, techniques of science. ast:on
omy, and industrial processes: begins to show develop-
ment of interest and curiosity through questions raised
about weather, the sky, the earth. living things. machines.
transportation. communication. and the natural world:
shows interest in science stories, pictures of animals and
plants from various regions. conservation, protection of
birds and birds' nests, and the making of science coilec
tions: begins to develop pride in good workmanship It
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Toronto Benchmarks

The following pages have been reprinted with the permission of the
Toronto Board of Education. No part of this publication may be repro-
duced or transmitted in any form, or included in any storage and retrieval
system without permission in writing from the Toronto Board of
Education
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FIGURE 7: BENCHMARK U-6: OWLS (excluding video)

L3

TORONTO. BOARD OF EDUCATION

B f E IN IC 111 IM IA IR iK. IS
STANDARDS OF STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT

6 Grade 3 Language
Video

. Number 6 of 16
Benchmarks

Key Objectives from the Ontario Ministry of Education and Toronto Board Guidelines

U.., en with sienstUvity and discriminarion
Develop visual awareness, sensitivity and appreciation
Acquire an understanding of oral reports
Articulate his or her own ideas, thoughts and feelings with confidence andlucidity

OWLS
Viewing (Television) & Oral Retelling

This Benchmark was developed to assess students' ability to comprehend non-print information
and to retell it orally. A selection from Owl TV, about owls being cared for in a sanctuary, was
chosen. Students' oral retelling was scored holistically.

Students who did well in this activity provided a good summary of the information in the video
with many details presented in sequence. They understood the difficult concept of imprinting
and were able to explain it in their own words. These students used information presented both
orally and visually in the video.

Before the activity, student.i were asked questions about owls and were then rated for prior
knowledge and experience and the ability to predict the content of the video. The students
were asked to view the seven-minute television video. When the video was finished, the
students were asked to tell what it was about in their own words. When students seemed to
have difficulty, the evaluators asked questions or provided prompts to encourage them to
continue. Understanding of the concept of imprinting as it was explained in the video was
explored. Upon completion, the students were asked to rate the activity in terms of ease of
understanding the video and ease of telling about it. They were also asked to give one new
fact that they had learned from the video.

CA
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FIGURE 7 (continued)
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STUDENT
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Grade3 Language
Video

TORONTO
BOARD

OF
EDUCATION

OWLS

RANGE OF RESPONSES HOUST1C SCORING CRITERIA

8%

13%

31°4

37%

11%

LEVEL FIVE
The student demonstrates understanding of the concepts
presented in the video and is able to use information which has
been presented both orally and visually. Ability to go beyond
the text is exhibited by making inferences and drawing
conclusions. The concept of imprinting is explained
spontaneously or with prompting. The student is able to use
the language of the video precisely to discuss the information.
Quotes and paraphrases are frequently used. The student
expresses ideas confidently and freely.

LEVEL FOUR
The student demonstrates understanding of the video.
Information which has been presented orally and visually in the
video is drawn upon. When prompted, the student makes
inferences and is able to explain the concept of imprinting.
There may be an attempt to organize and summarize the
information. Events may be recounted in sequence. The
student attempts to use the vocabulary used in the video but
may experience some difficulty in articulating specific
information.

LEVEL THREE
The student demonstrates some understanding of the
information in the video. Recounting of information tends to be
repetitive, disjointed and limited. Even with prompting, the
information given may be very general and misinterpreted.
The concept of imprinting is not understood.

LEVEL TWO
The student gives a random. disorganized and sparse account
of informatior; from the video. Even when prompted. the
information may be sparse, inaccurate or vague. Major
concepts do not appear to be understood. The student seems
very dependent on the evaluator. Answers to questions from
the evaluator tend to be one-word.

LEVEL ONE
The student is unable to tell about the video or to respond to
questioning aoout it.
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FIGURE 7 (continued)
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OWLS

OTHER FINDINGS

Several other factors which are rotated to student performance or have implications for teaching
were also analyzed and documented.

The average total retelling time teas 2.9 minutes within a range of 1 to 9 minutes; 68% of the
students did the retelling in a time frame ranging from 2.0 to 3.8 minutes.

On scales of 1 to 10, these average ratingswere assigned to students by tne evaluators:

prior knowledge 5.9 perseverance 6.6
prior experience 5.7 confidence 6.7
ability to predict content 5.5 willingness 7.5

Cm scales of 1 to 10 (where 10 is very easy), these average ratings were assigned by students
as their evaluations of the activity:

ease of understanding the video . 7,7
ease of telling about the video .... 7.1

Students who did ',fel! 'n the oral retelling tended to have high ratings for ability to predict
content, persever,nce, confidence and willingness (moderate correlations).

Students who thought the video was easy to tell about tended to think it was easy to under-
stand (a moderate correlation).

CONCLUDING QUESTION

In conclusion, to refocus on the video as a whole, students were asked to give one new fact
that they had learned. They gave some variation of sixty different answers. Of the total, 20%
of the students attempted to articulate the difficult concept of imprinting and 6% of the students
attempted to articulate other difficult concepts related to owls. The majority of the students,
67%, focussed on explicit details such as how owls eat mice. The remaining 7% of the
students gave no answer or said they had learned nothing new.

Owls from Owl T.V. co produced by Owl and The National Audobon Society, Greey de Pencier. Toronto.

CI
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FIGURE 9: BENCHMARK M6.8: POURING WATER (excluding video)
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: " 11 F EDUCATION

B IE IN IC IH IM IA IR IK IS
STANDARDS OF STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT

8 Grade 6 Mathematics
Video

Number 8 of 27
Benchmarks

Key Objectives from the Ontario Ministry of Education and Toronto Board Guidelines

Estimate capacity and volume with appropriate degree of precision
Demonstrate measurement skills:nvotving Itte use of various instruments

POURING WATER
Estimating and Measuring Capacityand Volume

Several tasks were designed to formulate this Benchmark.

A. Capacity

This activity is demonstrated on the videotape.

The first task required that students estimate, then measure, how much water a large container
(3 L) would hold. This was followed by asking students to estimate and then measure how
much water a small container (250 ml.) would hold. For measuring each container students
were provided with a basin of water and a calibrated litre cylinder.

Students who did well on these tasks gave close estimates and measured accurately and
efficiently. They demonstrated a good grasp of the concepts and skills involved. They showed
confidence and enjoyed the challenge presented by the tasks.

0 Toronto Board of Edticaftion



FIGURE 9 (continued)
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8 Grade 6 Mathematics
Video POURING

WATER

RANGE OF RESPONSES HOUSTIC SCORING CRITERIA

6%

42%

29%

LEVEL AVE
The student uses correct methods to measure accurately
and efficiently with water. Measures are made with the
containers on the level and part measures are monitored
and recorded. Measures are done quickly and with
confidence. The student is fluent in metric units and
includes appropriate units without prompting. The
student gives close estimates.

11%

LEVEL FOUR
The student may experiment to find correct methods to
measure with water usually arriving at correct results.
The student may be inconsistent in methods used to
measure and units chosen. There may be an initial
confusion concerning the task but the student may learn
as the task proceeds. Initial estimates are usually in
appropriate units but are not close.

LEVEL THREE
The student has a weak understanding-of how to meas-
ure with water. Measures are made perhaps without
awareness of the need for accuracy and completeness:
methods may be changed as the student proceeds with
the task. Units are confused at times or not used appro-
priately. There may be some inefficiency in the measur-
ing such as losing track of "part" measures. Estimates
indicate an incomplete understanding of underlying con-
cepts. Some coaching is required.

LEVEL TWO
The student uses inefficient methods to measure or
changes methods to no apparent advantage. Measures
are inaccurate and incomplete. The student is confused
about units and may count the units on the graduated
cylinder. Estimates indicate very little understanding of
underlying concepts. The student needs to be coached.

LEVEL
The student does not understand the problem or forgets
the assigned task.

© Toronto Board of Education
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B. Volume

This task is not demonstrated on the videotape.

In another task for this Benchmark, students were shown a box without a lid: its dimensions
were 10 cm x 8 cm x 5 cm. The students were asked to estimate the volume of the box and.
where necessary, were prompted for units by being shown a cubic centimetre. After their
estimates, students were provided with 8 interlocking centimetre cubes and were asked to
check their estimates by measuring. Here are the results:

Estimating

Students' estimate of the
volume of the box
before the prompt:

163 different responses
between and including 300 cm3 and 500 cm3 5%
between and including 300 and 500 (no units) 7%
between and including 200 cm3 and 600 cm3 8%
between and including 200 and 600 (no units) 11%
other estimates in cm3 or cubes 17%
no response 19%

Students needing prompt to give volume in cubic centimetres 69%

Measuring

Students method
for checking estimate:

100

correctly measured and multiplied
width x length x height
(answer may not have been correct) 37%

incorrectly measured and multiplied
width x length x height 12%

other methods 35%

no response 16%

© Toronto Board of Education
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FIGURE 9 (continued)
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POURING
WATER

OTHER FINDINGS - CAPACITY

Large Container (3 L)

Students' estimates of how much water it would hold:

between and including 2.5 L and 3.5 L 11%
between and including 2.0 L and 4.0 L 22
3 L 7%
2 L 8%
1.5L 7%
1 L 11%
no response 16%

If students responded with an estimate which was not in litres, they wereaskeid, "Howmany
litres would the container hold?". 52% of the students needed this prompt.

Students' measurements for 3 L container:

3 L 35%
between and including 2.75 L and 3.25 L 64%

Small Container (250 mL)

There are no reliable data forestimating and measuring the small container.

OTHC:.R REFERENCES

Additional information can be found in Benchmarks M6-20. Converting Measurements Among
Metric Units: and M3-24, Visualizing Cube Arrangements.

Toronto Board of Education
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The Geography Objectives for the 1988 Geography Assessment,
National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP)
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For example, the domain of Geographic Skills and
Tools is discussed independently of the domains of
Physical and Cultural Geographyan artificial distinc-
tion, given that a variety of map and resource skills is
vital to a student's understanding of both content
domains. Similarly, the separate treatment of Physical
and Cultural Geography emphasizes that not only
physical phenomena, but also human, political, and
economic factors are important to geographic study.
Finally, the independent discussion on Geographic
Inquiry highlights the ability to apply skills and under-
standing to investigate particular aspects of physical
and cultural relationships.

Together, the three dimensionsGeographic Skills
and Tools, Geographic Knowledge and Concepts
(Content), and Geographic Inquiryoffer a framework
for defining objectives in geography education and for
developing exercises to assess students' geographic
understanding at age 17/grade 12. Curriculum devel-
opers may also find the framework useful in examin-
ing their own priorities in instruction. A broader K-12
perspective on curriculum is offered in the Guidelines
for Geographic Education (1984), prepared by the
Joint Committee on Geographic Education of the
National Council for Geographic Education and the
Association of American Geographers.
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r-Chapter
two

The Geography Objectives

he Learning Area Committee did not
jl intend that the following objectives be

considered complete or definitive or to
I imply that any curriculum should include

I all specified topics. Howe-ier, the in-
cluded areas were deemed central to geography
instruction and were designed to guide the develop-
ment of questions for the assessment. A table contain-
ing the approximate percentage distribution of ques-
tions can be found at the end of Chapter Two.

GEOGRAPHIC SKILLS AND TOOLS
This domain encompasses the skills and tools essen-
tial to the study of geography, ranging in sophistica-
tion from basic map-reading abilities (e.g., under-
standing direction, symbols, scale, and location) to
recognizing the purposes of different symbolic repre-
sentations and interpreting thematic maps, graphs,
and photographs. Maps and globes are fundamental
methods of communicating complex social and
physical data, and are considered primary geography
tools.

The concept of region is also an important organiz-
ing tool in geography. Geographers define regions in
many different ways; a region may be demarcated by
physical features, such as grasslands and mountain
ranges, or by cultural features, such as language,
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political system, or religion. However defined, the
region is a basic unit of study for all domains of
geography, and is often used as the organizational
framework for high school geography courses.
Students should be able to

a) Recognize and interpret map and globe symbols
(e.g., direction and orientation).

b) Use scales to measure distance and area.

c) Use coordinates of latitude and longitude to deter-
mine absolute location.

d) Determine and explain relative location (e.g.,
direction, accessibility, and landmarks).

e) Understand that any flat map is a distortion of a
round surface and that different projections serve
different purposes.

n Recognize and interpret thematic maps (e.g.,
cartograms or dot maps of topography, population,
or commodities).

g) Detect patterns and determine relationships across
maps.

h) Read and interpret graphs (e.g., population pyra-
mids and climagraphs) and charts.

i) Recognize that the earth is divided into northern
and southern hemispheres by the equator.

j) Understand that regions provide manageable
spatial units for geographic analysis.
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GEOGRAPHIC KNOWLEDGE AND
CONCEPTS (Content)

Physical Geography
Within the study of geography, the subdiscipline of
physical geography focuses on the configuration of
the earth's surface, including major topograpt".:cal
features, soil, vegetation, and atmospheric changes.
When interactions take place among these phenom-
ena, changes occur in the physical environment, often
creating a need for different patterns of human adap-
tation.

Geographers strive to explain the origin and signifi-
cance of physical landscapes, particularly as they
influence human activity. Among the topics used by
geographers to more fully explain the physical envi-
ronment are:

* location, place, and region:

*climatology and meteorology; and

*evolution of the earth's features.

Knowledge of these specific topics provides a basis
for better understanding the physical world and its
dynamic forces.

Location, Place, and Region
All physical features have absolute locations on

earth, and these provide useful information in geo-
graphic study. For example, researchers who want to
study the `count St. Helens volcano need to know its
absolute location as identified by latitude and longi-
tude. Although such knowledge is useful, it is often
necessary to have more detailed information in order
to develop or convey an adequate description of a
particular site.

1-.
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Relative location is used to provide more referen-
tial information. For example, in identifying the rela-
tive location of Mount Sl. Helens, one might say that it
is in the southwestern quadrant of Washington State,
about 50 miles from the Oregon border, and is one of
a series of volcanic peaks in the Cascade Range.
Similarly, a description of the relative location of the
Tibetan Plateau would likely include the referent of
the Himalaya Mountains, and Lake Tanganyika in
Africa might be described relative to the location of
the Great Rift Valley. Thus, relative location can be
used to communicate relevant information by describ-
ing a site in its spatial context.

In contrast to locations, places may be character-
ized by physical and cultural features, such as climate,
weather, geology, and patterns of settlement. Places
across the earth are interconnected by virtue of their
physical and cultural features. Knowing how these
features are related helps to account for spatial
variations and interactions within and between places.
For example, knowing that Mount St. Helens is sited
along a chain of active volcanoes contributes to our
understanding of why this particular volcano c.,.upted
where it did and the consequences of this activity.
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he concept of region was developed by geog-
raphers to identify a common set of features of
an areahuman or physicalthat distinguish it

from other areas In physical geography, regions are
defined by the interaction of physical phenomena in
an area. The tropical rain forest of the Amazon basin
of Brazil constitutes a physical region because of the
uniformity in climate, soils, and vegetation within that
area. The Rocky Mountains form a region based on
the T.haracteristicsof common earth-building proc-
esses. Knowledge of the shared features of an area
allows the geographer to study and analyze sections of
the earth's surface and to make comparisons across
different areas.
Students should be able to identify and locate:

a) Major continental land masses and major ocean
basins.

b) Selected rivers, lakes, gulfs, and seas (e.g., Nile,
Amazon, Mississippi, Yangtze, the Ganges, Great
Lakes, Gulf of Mexico, Persian Gulf, and the Medi-
terranean).

c) Majoi land forms (e.g., Great Plains, Rockies, Alps,
Andes, and Himalayas).

d) Major climatic regions and ecosystems (e.g.,
tropical rain forests, Mediterranean region, desert,
and polar).

e) Deposits of natural resources on maps and charts
(e.g., oil, coal, water, iron ore, uranium, fisheries,
forests, and soils).

Climatolocy and Meteorology
Studying climatology and meteorolc.gy, and their
reciprocal relationships with environmental features,
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provides another basis for understanding physical
geography. For example, the burning of fossil fuels
and the destruction of tropical rain forests contribute
to an increase in the carbon dioxide concentration in
the atmosphere which, in turn, contributes to an
increase in the earth's average temperature (known as
the greenhouse effect). This climatic change may also
initiate or exacerbate other environmental conse-
quences.
Students should be able to understand:

a) Now earth/sun relationships affect climate (e.g.,
heating, wind, and ocean currents) and time te.g.,
days and seasons), including differential effects for
the hemispheres.

b) The reciprocal relationships among climate, soils,
and vegetation.

c) Various atmospheric pressure conditions as they
relate to local and global patterns of wind and
precipitation.
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Evolution of Land-Form Features of the
Earth's Surface
Students ,hould also be familiar with the basic tec-
tonic and erosion processes that influence the evolu-
tion of the earth's features. For example, mountains
may be formed by the movement of plates, valleys
carved out by erosion, and islands developed through
vulcanism or by volcanic activity. An understanding of
these and other major processes is essential to a
grasp of the evolution and transformation of the
earth's topographical features.
Students should be able to understand:
a) Basic tectonic processes (e.g., folding, faulting,

warping, vulcanism, and plate rearrangement).
b) Basic erosion processes (e.g., weathering, degrada-

tion, and aggradation).

Cultural Geography
The subdiscipline of cultural geography seeks to
explain the origin, spatial distribution. and importance
of human settlements and activities. It emphasizes the
ways in which society has changed the natural land-
scape or environment into modified or cultural land-
scapes. For example, since the beginning of the
human race on earth, people have created shelters,
clothing, tools, weapons, and medicines that have
allowed them to adapt to or transform their existing
environments.

Cultural geography directs attention to the origin,
distribution, and influence of those elements of
culture such as economics, technology, aesthetics.
and religion that give expression to a given land-
scape. The goal of this subdiscipline is to make sense
of the ways in which human systems have altered, and
been influenced by, various environments or land-
scapes.



Four major topics are used by geographers to
organize and structure their explanation of the human
role in landscape manipulation. These topics include:

* location, place, and region;

*human impact on the environment;

*influence of environment on human activity; and

*spatial interaction.

Location, Place, and Region

As with physical geography, the concepts of location,
place, and region are critical to the study of cultural
geography. For example, the ability to identify major
American cities, states, and regions; foreign countries;
prominent cultural regions; areas of low and high
population density; and areas with different patterns
of economic development should help to promote an
understanding of the basics in geography and in other
subject areas, such as history and economics.
Students should be able to identify:

a) The 50 states and major cities in the United States
(e.g., Washington, D.C.; New York; Boston; Chi-
cago; Los Angeles; and Dallas).

b) Major countries (e.g., Canada, Mexico, the Soviet
Union, China, India, Nigeria, Peru, and France) and
foreign cities (e.g., London, Tokyo, Beijing,
Moscow, Cairo, Jerusalem, Berlin, Hong Kong, Rio
de Janeiro, and Toronto).

c) Attributes of major cultural regions, including
continents and subcontinents (e.g., Latin America,
East Asia. Africa south of the Sahara, South Asia,
the Middle East and North Africa, Western Europe.
and Oceania).
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d) Areas of high and low population densities.

el Areas of high and low economic development.

Human impact on the Environment

Understanding the human impact on the environ-
ment involves learning about the physical and social
forces that precede environmental change. It includes
understanding the causes and effects of population
growth and migration and the ways in which these
variables influence the appearance of the landscape.
Among the areas of primary interest are the environ-
mental changes generated by agriculture and the
growth of cities, resource extraction, and manufactur-
ing, as well as the relevance of these environmental
effects to international and domestic policies and
relationships.

Understanding the benefits, costs, and risks of
environmental modification is also particularly impor-
tant as the world becomes more densely populated
and urbanized. Most environmental modifications
have resulted in countless benefits for humans, such
as expanded supplies of food and water. But some-
times human impact on environmental systems
results in undesirable consequences, such as in-
creased pollution, declines in land productivity, and
extensive erosion. Excessive amounts of acid rain, the
destruction of the ozone layer, and deforestation in
the tropics are examples of recent adverse effects.
Students should have an understanding of both the
benefits and costs of human activity in order to
participate intelligently in future decisions concerning
environmental modification.
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finally, students need to be aware of the rela-
tionship between cultural perceptions and the
consequences of environmental change, be-

cause these have a bearing on such issues as preser-
vation of the wilderness, the development and uses of
different sources of energy, the management of urban
sprawl, uses of land, and the preservation of other
cultures and patterns of life.
Students should be able to understand:

a) The causes and effects of changes in population
structure (e.g., improvement in health care, redefi-
nition of women's roles and family structure,
cultural values, government and religious policies,
and economics).

b) The effects of agricultural activity on the shape,
appearance, and quality of the landscape (e.g., de-
forestation, terracing, grazing, irrigation, erosion,
and chemical runoff of fertilizers, insecticides, and
herbicides).

c) The effects of cities on the environment (e.g.,
climate, air and water quality, loss of farm land,
solid waste and sewage disposal, flood control, and
residential amenities).

d) The effects of resource extraction and manufactur-
ing on the environment (e.g., air and water pollu-
tion, and toxic waste).

e) The economic and social costs of environmental
change, as well as the benefits.

fl The relationships between cultural perceptions and
environmental change (e.g., attitudes toward wil-
derness, land use, convenience of highways,
nuclear power, and coal, and oil-fired generating
plants).

iti
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Influence of Environment on Human Activity

People of different cultures must adapt to varying
environmental conditions (e.g., climatic extremes and
physical barriers to migration). Within this subdisci-
pline of cultural geography, students should be aware
of the ways in which various cultures have used
environmental resources available in their areas, and
the influence of these patterns of use on economic
activity and population.
Students should 'be able to understand:

a) The influence of climate, soil, vegetation, and
resources on population distributions (e.g., settle-
ment patterns) and economic activity, and the
concepts of relative and absolute location.

b) The changing influence of environmental features
over time as a result of physical processes (e.g.,
vulcanism and climate), past human efforts (e.g.,
railroads and canals), and recent technological in-
novations (e.g., automobiles and airplanes).

Spatial Interactions

Because geography is so profoundly concerned with
the interaction of people and places, the concept of
spatial interaction is central to the study of cultural
geography. It includes the forces that promote or
inhibit human migration, as well as the flow of com-
modities and the movement of resources. These
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forces have a strong influence on the location of cities
and the patterns of settlement within cities, creating
predictable arrangements of population and land use.

Students should be aware that the interactions
among people, and between people and places,
create networks that facilitate the flow of cultural
traditions, ideas, and innovations within society; and
that physical territories shape these human interac-
tions, influencing patterns of landscape use, politics,
and worldwide economic development.
Students should be able to understand:

a) The factors that promote and inhibit human migra-
tion (e.g., wars and calamities; environmental fea-
tures; political, social, and economic factors; life-
cycle moves; and shrinking world or "global vil-
lage" perception).

b) The factors that facilitate commodity flow (e.g.,
economic, social, and political structures; resource
availability and needs).

c) The distribution of people in cities and the reasons
and consequences of urban land-use patterns (e.g.,
neighborhoods, ghettos, central business districts,
urban fringes, manufacturing areas, retail- mall -de-
velopments, urban renewal, crime and deteriora-
tion, cultural centers, residential amenities, and
use of vertical space).

d) The patterns of suburban development and associ-
ated commuting patterns (e.g., automobiles, tract
developments, freeways, and public transporta-
tion).

e) The factors that promote and inhibit the dissemina-
tion, adoption and rejection of new ideas, innova-
tions, and products and the consequences of
cultural diffusion (e.g., fads, changing communica-
tion technologies, consumer preferences, socio-

-1 '
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STATUTORY INSTRUMENTS

1989 No.

EDUCATION, ENGLAND AND WALES

The Education (National Curriculum) (Attainment
Targets and Programmes of Study in Mathematics) Order

1989

Made - - March 1989

Laid before Parliament March 1989

Coming into force in accordance with articles 2 to 5

Whereas the National Curriculum Council, after due consultation, submitted to the
Secretary of State and published its report on a proposal to make this Order which he
had referred to it, in accordance with section'20(2) to (4) of the Education Reform Act
1988(a);

And whereas the Secretary of State had given notice of the said proposal to the
Curriculum Council for Wales and to all other persons with whom consultation
appeared to him desirable, in accordance with section 21(2) of the said Act

And whereas the Secretary of State, in accordance with subsection (5) of the said
section 20, and subsection (3) of the said section 21, duly published a draft of this Order
and the other documents mentioned in those subsections and sent copies of them to the
said Councils and to each of the persons consulted by them. and allowed a period of not
less than one month for the submission of evidence and representations;

And whereas that period has now expired:

Now therefore the Secretary of State for Education and Science, as respects
England, and the Secretary of State for Wales, as respects Wales, in exercise of the
powers conferred on the Secretary of State by section 4(2)(a) and (b) and (4) of the
Education Reform Act 1988 hereby make the following Order in the terms of the said
draft with modifications(b):

Citation, commencement and interpretation

1.(1) This Order may be cited as the Education (National Curriculum)
(Attainment Targets and Programmes of Study in Mathematics) Order 1989 and shall
come into force in accordance with articles 2 to 5.

(a) 1988 c.-10.
(b) The modifications are to the commencement provisions. The title of the associated Document has also been
changed.

1.1_ C
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(2) In this Order
-the Document.' means the document published by Her Majesty s Stationery

. Office entitled -Mathematics in the National Curriculum-(a):

references to the first. second. third and fourth key stages are references to the
periods set out in paragraphs (a) to (d) respectively of section 3(3) of the
Education Reform Act 1988:
references to levels of attainment are references to the levels set out in the
Document in relation to each attainment target; and

references to ranges of le' .ls of attainment are references to the range of levels of
attainment specified for pupils of different abilities and maturities in respect of the
key stage in question.

2. The provisions of this Order relating to the first key stage shall come into force -
;\ a) on 1st August 1989 in respect of pupils in the first year of that key stage who

have attained the age of five years by that date and who do not have a
statement of special educational needs: and

(b) on 1st August 1990 in respect of all other pupils.

3. The provisions of this Order relating to the second key stage shall come into
force

(a) on 1st August 1990 in respect of pupils in the first year of that key stage;
(b) on 1st August 1991 in respect of pupils in the second year of that key stage;
(c) on 1st August 1992 in respect of pupils in the third year of that key stage: and
(d) on 1st August 1993 in respect of all other pupils.

4. The provisions of this Order :.elating to the third key stage shall come into force -
(a) on 1st August 1989 in respect of pupils in the first year of that key stage who do

not have a statement o special educational needs:
on 1st August 1990 in respect of pupils in the first year of that key stage who
have a statement of special educational needs and in respect of pupils in the
second year of that key stage; and

(c) on 1st August 1991 in respect of all other pupils.

5. The provisions of this Order relating to the fourth key stage shall come into
force

(b)

(a) on 1st August 1992 in respect of pupils in the first year of that key stage: and
(b) on 1st August 1993 in respect of all other pupils.

Specification of attainment targets and programmes of study

6. It is hereby directed that the provisions relating to attainment targets and
programmes of study set out in the Document shall have effect as provided in Articles 7
to 9 hereof for the purposes of specifying in relation to mathematics

(a ) attainment targets: and
(b) programmes of study.

7.--t 1) Schedule 1 has effect in accordance with paragraph (2) for specifying the
attainment targets (including the ranges of levels of attainment) for each key stage.

(2) The attainment targets described in the Document and set out in column 2. of
Schedule 1 to this Order are specified in relation to the key stages set out beside them in
column 1 of that Schedule. the levels applicable being those appropriate to the different
abilities and maturities of the pupils being taught.

8.t 1) Schedule 2 has effect in accordance with paragraph (2) for specifying the
programmes of study (including the range of levels of attainments for each key stage.

la) ISBN ti i i 2706N, 5.
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(2) The programmes of study described in the Document and set out in column 2 of
Schedule 2 to this Order are specified in relation to the key stages set out beside them in
column 1 of that Schedule, the levels applicable being those appropriate to the different
abilities and maturities of the pupils being taught.

9. The examples printed in italics in the Document (which serve to illustrate the
attainment targets and programmes of study therein described) do not form part of the
provision made by this Order.

SCHEDULE 1

SPECIFICATION OF ATTAINMENT TARGETS

Article 7

(1)

Key stages

(2)

Attainment targets

First key stage

Second key stage

Third key stage

Fourth key stage

Attainment targets 1-6 and 8-14; levels 1-3, where
specified in the Document.

Attainment targets 1 -14: levels 2-6, where
specified in the Document.

Attainment targets 1-14; levels 3-8, where
specified in the Document.

Attainment targets 1 -14: levels 4-10, where
specified in the Document.

SCHEDULE 2

SPECIFICATION OF PROGRAMMES OF STUDY

Article 8

(1)

Key stages

(2)

Programmes of study (as described in the Document)

First key stage

Second key stage

Third key stage

Fourth key stage

Levels 1 to 3.

Levels 2 to 6.

Levels 3 to 8.

Levels 4 to 10.

1

Secretary of State for Education and Science

Secretary of State for Wales
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EXPLANATORY NOTE

(This note is not part of the Order)

Section 4(2) of the Education Reform Act 1988 places a duty on the Secretary of
State to establish the National Curricultim by specifying appropriate attainment
targets. programmes of study and assessment arrangements for each of the foundation
subjects.

Section 4(4) allows for such an Order, instead of containing the provisions to be
made, to refer to provisions in a Document published by Her Majesty's Stationery
Office and to direct that those provisions shall have effect according to the Order.

This Order accordingly refers to "Mathematics in the National Curriculum" and
provides for the attainment targets and programmes of study set out in it to have effect
for the four key stages of a pupil's compulsory schooling. The Document sets out up to
ten levels in respect of attainment targets to cover the full range of abilities and
maturities of pupils of compulsory school age; the Order accordingly specifies as part of
each attainment target the appropriate range of attainment levels.

The Order further provides that any examples printed in italics in the Document are
for illustrative purposes only, and do not form part of the Order.

£XX.XX net

ISBN 0 I I 000000 0

Printed in the Uratcd Kingdom for Her Majesty's Stationery 0111cc

:no P01111 C 1'89 452 '71112 0,'N .4)294
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0004
Attainment targets and
associated statements
of attainment:
key stages 1-4

Schedule 1 to the Education (National Curriculum)
(Attainment Targets and Programmes of Study in
Mathematics) Order 1989 specifies the levels
applicable to pupils in each of key stages 1-4.

The attainment targets are set out in the groupings
which will be used for reporting purposes.

The examples printed in italics serve to illustrate the
attainment targets and are non-statutory.

12',)
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Knowledge, skills,
understanding and use
of number, algebra
and measires (Nis 1-8).

Attainment Target 1:
Using and applying mathematics

A f 0 0

LEVEL

2

3

126

Pupils should use number, algebra and measures in practical tasks, in real-life
problems, and to investigate within mathematics itself.

STATEMENTS
OF ATTAINMENT

Pupils should:

use materials provided for a task.

talk about own work and ask questions.

make predictions based on experience.

select the materials and the mathematics to
use fora task.

describe current work, record findings and
check results.

ask and respond to the cuestion: 'What
would happen if... ?'

select the materials and the mathematics to
use tbr a task; check results and consider
whether they are sensible.

explain work being done and record
Cinclngs systematically

make and test predictions.

I r)

EXAMPLE

Compare objects to find which is the longest,
tallest, etc.

Talk about; set of objects being compared; usk
questions such as: 'Which is the longest

pencil?'

Use a balance to compare objects; predict

which of two objects will be the heavier.

Use handspans to measure the length of a
table.

Devise stories for adding and subtraaig
numbers up to 10 and check with a calculator
or apparatus.

Predict whether the contents of a cylinder
will fill a cylinder of different dimensions.

Estimate the distance around the school hall;

select appropriate method formeasurinQ and
units to be used; measure and compare the
results.

Sketch a plan of the srhool hall and enter
measurements made.

Predict the number ajcubes needed to

construct this figure and test the prediction.



LEVEL

4

5

6

STATEMENTS
OF ATTAINMENT

select the materials and the mathematics to
use for a task; plan work methodically.

record findings and present them in oral,
written or visual form as appropriate.

use examples to test statements or
definitions.

select the materials and the mathematics to use
fora task; check there is sufficient information;
work methodically and review progress.
interpret mathematical information
presented in oral, written or vitual form.

make and test simple statements.

design a task and select appropriate
mathematics and resources; check there is
sufficient information and obtain any that is
missing; use 'trial and improvement'
methods.
use oral, written or visual forms to record
and present findings.

make and test generalisations and simple
hypotheses; define and reason in simple
contexts S with sonic precision.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

EXAMPLE

Devise a seating plan fora school concert
using a system:4 coordinates for numbering

<,...

'Explore thelast' digits of the multiples of
.

various ninislirs: 8,16, 24, 32, 40, 48,...;
record finer'''. the results.

Test the If You add the house;
.

numbers of thehi tie hosises next to one another.-.,
you atwayt st- m k of 3', for va
exam

:-.4
34 +3
81 +

= 0 8= 3 x 3 6
$":4giiii3 X 83

Design a boarrIgameifia.tmakes use of
coordinates .iiallfour q `szildrants.

, .

Use bus anddain timetables to plan ajourney

Explore the results of multiplying together the
house nunibiis of adjacent houses
(eg6x4=24 7x9=63
8x10=80 5x7=35);
make a statement about the results and check
using a cakislatoe

Design and snake a device to measure
accurately a given period of time, e.g. two
minutes.

Plot Cartesian coordinates to represent
simplefu fiction mappings:
x--). 2x + 3, (or y = 2x + 3).
Explore the pattern:

Stage 1
1 square

`2 2
5 squares

7
f Stage 3 , Stage 4

13 squares . 25 squares

Use the difference method to extend the
pattern; determine a rule for the sequence and
test the rule.
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LEVEL

8

9

STATEMENTS
OF ATTAINMENT

devise a mathematical task; work
methodicallywithin an agreed structure;
use judgement in the use of given
information; use 'trial and improvement'
methods; review progress.

follow a chain of mathematical reasoning,
spotting inconsistencies; follow new lines
of investigation using alternative
approaches.

devise a mathematical task and make a
detailed plan of the work; work
methodically, checking information for
completeness; consider whether the results
are of the right order.

make statements of conjecture using
'if... then ....; define, reason, prove and
disprove.

design. plan and carry through a
mathematical task to a successful
conclusion.

state whether a conjecture is true, false or
not proven; cletine and reason; prove and
disprove and use counter-examples; use
symbolisation; n:cogn ise and use necessary
and staficieilt conditions.

128 BEST COPY AVAILABLE

EXAMPLE

Did4eis,heritO
:k!ca.'

in the

In exploring decimals and fraciiom with a
calculator or microcomputer make statements

. y:tidtelf:t1se.denonsiriatfrfiritne
Pair itWitts-an 2 o r 5; then ilreg4mal will

evliiitians and
-plaafiifsudisatensents.

Design a wire frame lampshade with the

design showing clearly the length of wire and

area of material required.

Devise and testa statement about the

minimum surface area fora cylinder offixed
volume.



LEVEL

10

STATEMENTS
OF ATTAINMENT

design, plan and carry through a
mathematical task to a successful
conclusion; present alternative solutions
and justify selected route.

give definitions which are sufficient or
minimal; use symbolisation with
confidence; construct a proof including
proof by contradiction.

EXAMPLE

Investigate and design traffic light and 1-way
systems for a city centre, given the street plan

and trafficflows; present an analysis of the
effecis of the systems and suggest a best
solution.

Rearrange the equation .rc 5x+3=0 to
obtain the iterative formula

( ', +
xn+ t

x; 3) and test whether it
5

converges or diverges for different initial
values of x.
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Knowledge, skills,
understanding and use
of number, algebra
and measures (ATs 1-8).

Attainment Target 2: Number

LEVEL

2

3

4

130

I fi

Pupils should understand number and number notation.

STATEMENTS
OF ATTAINMENT

Pupils should:

count, read, write and order numbers to at
least 10; know that the size of a set is given
by the last number in the count.

understand the conservation of number.

read, write and order numbers to at least
100; use the knowledge that the tensdigit
indicates the number of tens.

understand the meaning of 'a half' and
`a quarter'.

read, write and order numbers to at least
1000; use the knowledge that the position of
a digit indicates its value.

use decimal notation as the conventional
way of recording in money.

appreciate the meaning of negative whole
numbers in familiar contexts.

read. write and order whole numbers.

understand the et-feet of multiplying a
whole number by 10 or 100.

use, with understanding, decimal notation
to two decimal places in the context of
measurement.

recognise and understand simple everyday
fractions.

recogi Ilse and understand simple
percentages.

understand and MC the relationship
bet 1.veen place values in whole tun nbers.

EXAMPLE

Know that if a set of 8 petstiLs is counted, the
answer is always the same however they are
. arranged.

C..

Know that 37 means 3 tens and 7 units; know
that three 10p coins and four Ip coins give

34p.

Find a quarter of apiece of string; know that
half of 8 is 4.

Know that four hundred and two' is written
402 and why neither 42 nor4002 is correct.

Know that three fl coins plus six 1p coins is
written as £306, and that 3.6 on a calculator
means £3.60 in the context of money

Read a tentperature scale; understand a
negative output on a calculator

Explain why the cost of 10 objects costing £23

each is £230.

Read scales marked in hundredths and
numbered in tenths (1 .89 m).

Estimate '/3 of a pint of milk orJ/4 of the
length of a piece of wood.

Knoll, that 7 hooks out ofa total of 100 books

represents 7%.

Knott, that 5000 is 5 thousands or 50
hundreds or 500 tens or 5000 ones.



LEVEL

5

6

7

8

9

10

STATEMENTS
OF ATTAINMENT

use index notation to express powers of
whole numbers.

use unitary ratios.

read, write and order decimals; appreciate
the relationship between place values.

understand and use equivalence of
fractions and of ratios: relate these to
decimals and percentages.

express a positive integer as a product of
primes.

express numbers in standard index form
using positive and negative integer powers
of 10.

use index notation to represent powers and
roots.

distinguish between rational and irrational
numbers.

use the knowledge, skills and
understanding attained at lower levels in a
wider range of contexts.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
1 2c,

EXAMPLE

Knowthat2s=2x2x2x2x2.

Usc a ratio of 1:50for drawing a plan of the
classroom.-

Explaintio(0-23 is 2 tenths and:3
h u

.

Know ileat-il.= 4/toei-4=

State that lengths8 an and 12irn in a
drasving ale the rtii4!..2.:.f.

Express'147as 3 x 7 *7 ai.3472.. -44
And (Ifigha.t Elam)
and LC214.(Lowest Comfit, n tiple) of
two whole numbers.

Know that 1 million = 106 and
22731 = 2-2731 x 10'.

Use the xr key on a calculator

Know that 'VT and Tr are irrational. Know
the significance of recurring and non-
recurring decimals in this context.
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LEVEL 1 PROGRAMME OF STUDY

Using and applying
mathematics

Number

Algebra

Measures

Shape and space

Handling data

132

To achieve level 1 within theattainment targets pupils should be:

using materials for a practical task.

talking about own work and asking questions.
making predictions based on experience.

counting, reading, writing and ordering numbers to at least 10.

understandingconservation ofnumber.
using addition and subtraction with numbers no greater than 10, in the context of
real objects.
making a sensible estimation of a number of objects up to 10.

copying, continuing and devising repeating patterns.

comparing and ordering objects without ineasiiring- using appropriate language.

sorting and classifying 2-D and 3-D shapes.
building 3-D solid shapes and drawing 2-D shapes and describing them.

using common words to describe a position.
giving anr1 understanding instructions for movement along a line.

selecting criteria for sorting a set of objects. and applying them consistently

recording with objects or drawing.
creating simple mapping diagrams showing relationships and interpreting them.

recognising possible outcomes of random events.



LEVEL 2 PROGRAMME OF STUDY

Using and applying
mathematics

Number

Algebra

Measures

Shape and space

Handling data

-TO achieve level 2 within the attainment targets pupils should be:

selecting the materials and the mathematics to use fora practical task.
describing work and checking results.

asking and responding to the question: 'What would happen if ...

reading, writing and ordering numbers to at least 100 and using the knowledge that
the tens digit indicates die number of tens.

understanding the meaning of 'half' and 'quarter:
knowing and using addition and subtraction facts up CO 10.

comparing two numbers to find the difference.

solving whole number problems involving addition and subtraction, including
money.

making a sensible estimate of a number of objects up to 20.

exploring and using patterns in addition and subtraction facts to 10.
distinguishing odd and even numbers.

understanding the use of a symbol to stand for an unknown number.

using non-standard measures in length. area, volume. capacity, 'weight' and time,
comparing objects and recognising the need for standard units.
using coins in simple contexts.

knowing commonly used units in length. capacity. 'weight' and time.

recognising squares, rectangles, circles, triangles. hexagons,pentagons. cubes.
rectangular boxes cuboids), cylinders and spheres and describing them.
understanding the notion of angle.

understanding turning through right-angles and recognising right-angledcorners.
recognising types of-movement: straight (translation). turning (rotation) and flip
(reflection).

choosing criteria to sort and classify objects: recording results or outcomes ofeyents.
designing a data collection sheet. recording data leading to a frequency table.
construct ing and it gerpreting trequet lc% tkies an ! block graphs.
using diagrams to represent the result ofclassitication usingtwo different criteria.
recognising a degree ofuncertaint y about the outcomes of some events and that
other cyclic, .ire certain or impossible.
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LEVEL 10 PROGRAMME OF STUDY

Using and applying
mathematics

Number

Algebra

Measures

Shape and space

Handling data

134

To achieve level 10 within the attainment targets pupils should be:

designing, planning and carrying through a mathematical task to a successful
conclusion; presenting alternative solutions and justifying selected route.

giving definitions which are sufficient or minimal.

using symbolisation with confidence: constructing a proof including proof by
contradictions.

calculate the upper and lower bounds in the addition, subtraction, multiplication
and division of numbers expressed to a given degree of accuracy.

using the knowledge, skills and understanding attained at lower levels in a wider
range ofcontexts.

using a calculator or computer to investigate whether a sequence given iteratively
converges or diverges.

manipulating a range of algebraic expressions in a variety of contexts.

constructing tangents to graphs to determine the gradient.
finding the approximate area between a curve and the horizontal axis between two
limits, and interpreting the result.

sketching the graph of functions derived from other functions.

determining the possible effects of error on calculations involving measurements.

knowing and using angle and tangent properties of circles.
sketching the graphs of sine, cosine and tangent functions for all angles.

generating trigonometric functions using a calculator or computer and interpreting
them.
using sine and cosine rules to solve problems including simple cases in 3-I).

understanding how transformations are related by combinations and inverses.
using matrices to define transformations in 2-D.

describing the range of a variable using different measures of dispersion: calculating
standard deviation °fa set of data.

interpreting various types ofdiagrams such as those used in analysis olcrit ical pati)
and linear pr gramming.
considering different shapes of histograms representing distributions with special
reference to mean and dispersion. including the normal distribution.
understanding the probability tilt- any two events happening.



APPENDIX A

FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
Betty Castor

Commissioner of Education

November 14, 1991

Mr. Paul Barton
Educational Testing Service
Policy Information Center
Princeton, NJ 08451

Dear Paul:

Larry D. Hutcheson, Chief
Bureau of Program Support Services
Division of Public Schools

This is in response to your request that I provide some comments about the use of
the term "educational standards." I am pleased to do so and hope that my thoughts
will be useful.

The term "educational standard" seems to be a favorite one these days. I have seen
the term used in three separate ways: (1) as a statement of student expectations, (2)
as a statement of criterion or level of performance, and (3) as a statement of intent
or desirable characteristics. Each will be illustrated below.

1. A standard as a statement of student expectations.

In 1976, the Educational Accountability Act in Florida stated that the Department
was to create "minimum student performance standards in the various program
categories and chronological grade levels, especially in reading, writing, and
mathematics..." Thus, for years we talked about our student performance
standards which were, in reality, nothing more than broadly stated student
objectives.

Several years ago, Florida initiated the District Quality Instruction Incentives
Program which was designed to provide an avenue for merit pay to flow to
instructional staff. Each school could establish improvement goals and, if their
goals were accomplished, bonus money would flow to the schoc,!. The
authorizing legislation included language which said that a school could select a
standard or standards from four categories including tests, participation in
activities, achievement, and discipline. Thus, the school would create a
performance improvement objective which was called a "standard" and work
toward its accomplishment.

The Florida Education Center Room 844 Tallahassee. Florida 32399 (904) 488-5270
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2. A standard as a statement of criterion or level of performance.

The 1976 accountability law stated that the Department would "...monitor the
results of the assessment program and, at any time the composite student
performance of r, school or basic program is found to be below the established
minimum standards, notify the district superintendent, ..." In this context, a
standard was a numerical index number which reflected a desirable vs.
undesirable level of student performance. Schools worked very hard to get their
students' academic proficiency high enough to be above this criterion level.

In State Board of Education Rule 6A-10.0312, FAC the Board defined the passing
requirements for the College-Level Academic Skills Test (CLAST). Students are
required to pass this test before receiving an associate in arts or baccalaureate
degree. The passing scores are referred to as "minimum standards" in the rule.

Section 240.233, Florida Statutes lists the minimum admission standards for
admission to a state university. These include, among other things, that each
student will have completed "two credits of sequential foreign language at the
secondary level..."

3. A standard as a statement of intent or desirable characteristics.

The Standards for Teacher Competence in Educational Assessment of Students
developed by the American Federation ofTeachers, the National Council on
Measurement in Education, and the National Education Association use the term
standard in this way. This document includes such standards as, "Teachers should
be skilled in choosing assessment methods appropriate for instructional
decisions." This is a general statement of intent (philosophy or ideal?) which is
definitely not in the same spirit as saying that the passing score for a test is a score

of 200, for example.

The National Council of Teachers of Mathematics (NCTM) in its popular and
w;..1ely discussed paper Curriculum and Evaluation Standards for School
Mathematics uses standards similarly. For example, standard 8 states that, "In
grades 5 - 8, the mathematics curriculum should include the study of number
systems and number theory so that students can understand and appreciate the
need for numbers beyond the whole numbers ..." Their draft report Professional
Standards for Teaching Mathematics includes standards for mathematics teachers
which are written in the same style.

In Florida, the document titled Standards and Su ortin Data for Teacher
Education Program Approval in t the State of Flori a inclu es stars ar s of intent
such as, "The Teacher Education Program responds to needs projected for 21st
century Florida teachers. The philosophy which guides program design and the
objectives which define program content are both clearly rooted in those needs."
Clearly, this is a statement of general intent.
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Page three

I consulted my Webster's unabridged dictionary and found two general meanings
for the word "standard." The first is that a standard is "something established by
...general consent as a model or example to be followed." The second is that a
standard is "a definite level or degree of quality that is proper and adequate for a
specific purpose." Thus, my working examples in set one and three illustrate the first
usage while my examples in set two illustrate the second usage. Unfortunately, I
suspect that many observers of the national debate over standards, national tests,
NGA goals, etc. may not have observed the distinctly different uses of the word
"standard," and this may be interfering with our ability to debate the issues.

I would be pleased to further explain any of my ideas if you wish. Just call or write.

Sincerely,

Thomas H. Fisher, Ed. D
Administrator
Assessment, Testing, and Evaluation Section

tft
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